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Credibility in
the agenda
O

n June 11 and 12, the 8th Brazilian Conference on Accounting
and Independent Audit was held by Ibracon. With more than 800
participants, the event brought speakers from Brazil and abroad.
Special mention should be made for the presence of several academics,
who addressed topics such as the future of the profession and the
increasingly relevant role of disruptive technologies. The Conference’s
full coverage spans 17 pages of this edition.
Another topic that is prominent in this issue of Revista Transparência
is “credibility”. In the 2018 elections, this point has been crucial, with
frequent questions to politicians about their probity and their commitment
to moralizing public life. To discuss the subject, we invited the political
scientist Ivan Fernandes, from the Federal University of ABC (UFABC).
In addition to making an “X-ray” of the present moment, he outlines the
fortunately optimistic prospects for the future. See the article on page 32.
Yet inspired by the question of credibility, we have included in this
edition an interview with Samuel Pessoa, from the Getulio Vargas
Foundation. The economist speaks of the remedies – some of them
bitter – that will be necessary for Brazil to regain investor confidence
and grow again at the pace necessary to absorb idle labor and generate
enough wealth to improve citizens’ lives.
We also did a report on Independent Audit in the Third Sector and
showed the peculiarities of ITG-2002 (General Technical Interpretation).
Issued by the Federal Accounting Council (CFC) in September 2012, this
specific accounting standard applies to Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and Public Interest Civil Society Organizations (OSCIPs).
In the Profile section, Gildenora Milhomem, Undersecretary of Public
Accounting at the National Treasury Secretariat, talks about her career:
the challenges she has overcome, the family values that have always
guided her decisions, the dedication and perfectionism that enabled her
to reach so far in her career and the legal and technological changes
that she followed in 32 years of public service.
Good read!
Francisco Sant’Anna
IBRACON’S PRESIDENT
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INTERVIEW

We need to open
the economy
and restore the
fiscal target
For Samuel Pessoa, from the
Getulio Vargas Foundation,
Brazil can regain credibility
and attract investments
again, “as long as it restores
the macroeconomic tripod
and becomes less closed”

degree in Physics from USP. Pessoa received the report team of Revista Transparência in his apartment in the Higienópolis neighborhood of São Paulo. For
more than two hours, he spoke about
politics, economics, development – and
stressed that, being a country so unequal, Brazil cannot yet dream of small
state, but must urgently adjust and become more efficient.

Can Brazil be fixed?
“Yes”, answers Samuel Pessoa, one of
the leading Brazilian economists, a specialist in Economic Growth and Development, with an emphasis on taxes, Education and public spending. “But we have a
lot of homework to do” he warns.

D

octor in Economics by the São
Paulo University (USP), post-graduate professor of Economics at
the Getulio Vargas Foundation in Rio de
Janeiro (EPGE / FGV), head of the Center for Economic Growth of the Brazilian Institute of Economics (IBRE / FGV)
and editor of the magazine “Pesquisa e
Planejamento Econômico”, in addition
to a bachelor’s degree and a master’s
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RT – What does Brazil need to do to resume economic growth from 2019?
SP – The first step is to rebuild fiscal stability. I explain: The National Congress
established a series of responsibilities
for the public sector, but it did not define
sufficient tax bases to finance these assignments. In this way, we have a structural inconsistency in the Brazilian State - and this inconsistency was caused
by politics. Now we need to make reforms to correct this discrepancy, and the
main one is the Pension Reform – including that of the public sector. The proposal sent to Congress by President Temer
in 2017 makes a lot of difference. Therefore, when I speak of “Pension Reform”, I
am referring to Public and Private sector

pensions, social security benefits, death
pensions, the Union and state pensions.
I therefore believe in a package capable of making the eligibility criteria for these benefits stricter. Besides, we need to
increase the tax burden.
RT – Increase taxes?
SP – Yes. When we talk about raising revenue by removing exemptions and subsidies, everyone agrees... until it “clicks”
that, in one way or another, everyone
benefits from some of these elements.
To rebuild public accounts, it will be inevitable to increase more indirect taxes
– the CIDE of gasoline, the rates of PIS,
COFINS, ICMS, etc. Or, we will need to
move forward on some incomes that are
not taxed enough. I think, for example, of
rural land tax, which is very low in Brazil,
and in dividends that are exempt from
income tax for individuals. However, this
exemption is justified because the dividend is a profit distribution, and this is
very highly taxed in the legal entity – after all, the LEs are those that operate in
the actual profit regime. That is: dividend
is a more complicated subject than people think. We also have special schemes

Brazilian public spending is very little focused, and that any contractual package associated with the public servant is
much more favorable than the normal
market conditions.

– both the “simples” and deemed profit
– widely used by people who open a LE
to pay less tax. Moreover, there are several municipalities that do not collect almost anything of property tax.
RT – Increasing taxes does not end up
stopping the economy even more?
SP – Yes, and this is one of the elements
that politics must consider. We have an
open distributive conflict in Brazilian society today. The expression of this distributive conflict is a state that does not
fit within it. And this turns into a public
debt, which grows like a snowball. If
this public debt is not handled, we go
back to the inflation of the 1980s – and
I usually say that, worse than inflation to
deal with the distributive conflict, only civil war. That is, it is better to deal with

TO REBUILD PUBLIC
ACCOUNTS, IT WILL BE
INEVITABLE TO INCREASE
MORE INDIRECT TAXES
– THE CIDE OF GASOLINE,
THE RATES OF PIS,
COFINS, ICMS, ETC.
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RT – Is it possible to spend less on public service?
SP – Yes, there is a space, both in active and retired workforce, to reduce expenses with payroll. And the retirement
of the public servant is very high, it must
be fixed. Now, if I start to reduce public spending a lot, there comes a time
when I start to affect the transfer of resources to health, basic education, security, in short: for those areas of public
spending that serve the most disadvantaged people.

our distributive conflict in a more civilized way than inflation. Even because
our experience has already shown that
the biggest losers with inflation are the
most disadvantaged people. Measures that greatly reduce public spending
can have a bad impact on the poorest,
on inequality. Of course, we know that

RT – Making these adjustments demands a National Congress effort,
correct?
SP – Yes. The new Congress has the
mission of making politics with capital P,
because what we are discussing is the
great politics. That’s what politicians are
for: it’s up to them to make that mediation, that choice. The technician can just
point out ways, show the trade-offs, as
well as the costs and benefits of each of
the options. But the choices are made
by elected politicians. It should be remembered that the type of government
that we have in Brazil is the coalition presidential regime, that is: the President of
the Republic does the agenda, coordinates, gives guidelines. But the last word
is from Congress.
RT – In the ‘90s, Brazil thwarted inflation by adopting an equilibrium tripod
constituted by floating exchange rate,
inflation target and fiscal target. The last
two items have been largely ignored in
SEPTEMBER 2018
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the last decade. Do you understand
that today it would be possible to return to this formula or have other adjustments become necessary?
SP – The stability tripod is formed by
floating exchange rate, inflation target
regimes and primary surplus – that is,
the state debt must be solvent, otherwise the rest does not work, and we go to
inflation. In short, the state must fit within
its budget. So that’s the agenda: back to
the tripod, which has already been largely rebuilt. The exchange rate is fluctuating, inflation is within the target, but
we are running the risk that the Central
Bank will not be able to stabilize inflation within the target in the coming years.
RT – Why?
SP – Just because the public debt is growing like snowball. There may come a
time when the public debt is so large
that the Central Bank can no longer raise interest rates. The function of interest rate is to be an instrument regulating aggregate demand: when inflation
is rising, the BC increases interest rates.
In response, aggregate demand cools
and inflation drops. When inflation is dropping too much, the BC reduces the interest rate, which warms the economy
and causes inflation to rise. When public
debt grows too much, this interest rate’s
regulatory power disappears, and then
we have to accept inflation. The restoration of the fiscal balance is, therefore, key
for the Brazilian Economy to grow again.
RT – What rate of growth are we talking about?
SP – The growth agenda contains a series of microeconomic, regulatory and
institutional measures. Tax reform, for
example, is important to reduce the
cost of compliance with tax legislation,

8
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which is precisely the cost of companies
to process taxes. The very high cost of
compliance with tax legislation in Brazil today plays the same role as that of
high inflation in the ‘80s and early ‘90s.

THE VERY HIGH COST OF
COMPLIANCE WITH TAX
LEGISLATION IN BRAZIL
TODAY PLAYS THE SAME
ROLE AS THAT OF HIGH
INFLATION IN THE ‘80S
AND EARLY ‘90S

RT – Could you explain?
SP – At that time, the companies maintained a very big financial department because, if they made mistakes in the cash
administration, they could go bankrupt.
Moreover, the banks were huge, swollen, full of staff and huge queue lines.
Why? Because, at that time, banks were
dedicated to basically making additional payment instruments available, other
than paper money. Why? Because money devalued. That is, in companies, in
banks, there was an immense number
of people allocated only to deal with inflation. No one was producing, creating,
innovating. Currently, we are living something similar with this very high cost
of compliance with tax legislation. In the

World Bank’s Doing Business Report,
Brazil ranks last in this category. Here, if
a company produces in a location and
sells goods or services in all Brazilian
states, it is required to pay 25 different
ICMSs - one to each State. Every week,
different standards emerge, issued by
the different State Secretariats. That is,
this company will need an employee to
deal with the rules of each state, which
translates into 25 employees dedicated
to paying the ICMS correctly! It’s crazy.
RT – How to solve this?
SP – The best way would be to build
a value-added tax (VAT), which would
group IPI, ICMS, PIS, Cofins and ISS.
Now, I recognize that talking is easy, but
doing it is super difficult, because the
ISS, for example, is municipal, and its
rate varies from one municipality to another. Moreover, it would be necessary to
think of a solution for the Manaus Free
Trade Zone. In short, it is a very complicated political construction, but one that
must be tackled.
RT – What other microeconomic measures would be key?
SP – I advocate for opening of the economy, which has at its core two agendas: one, simpler, is to reduce import
tariffs; the other refers to simplifying the
import and export process. Today, it is
very complicated to import and export
services, and this agenda needs to be
implemented to generate economic growth. The other essential measure would
be to rethink the very functioning of the
Brazilian State.
RT – In what way?
SP – Every manner of institutionalizing
the public sector must change. Since
the scandal of the Budget Dwarfs (a

RT – Do you consider that the fight
against corruption plays an important
role in the recovery of the economy?
SP – The perception that corruption is
the cause of all problems is totally wrong.
In fact, it entails inefficiencies, but if it
were only corruption, it would be great:
we arrest the corrupt, change legislation
a bit to discourage robbery, and make
200 billion reais appear in the National
Treasury budget every year. Only it’s not
that simple.
RT – And how to restore investor confidence? How to attract foreign capital again?
SP – Doing all that we talked about. The
biggest problem of confidence is you
have a treasure that cannot stabilize
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group of Brazilian congressmen who, in
the late ‘80s and early ‘90s, committed
frauds with funds from the Federal Budget. It is estimated that those involved
diverted more than R$ 100 million from
the public coffers. In 1993, the “Budget Dwarfs Parliamentary Commission
of Inquiry” investigated 37 parliamentarians and called for the removal of 18 of
them, but only six lost their office. The
designation of “dwarfs” is because the
main ones involved were politicians without great national repercussion, that is,
“dwarfs of power” in the National Congress), we have advanced a lot in the
Brazilian State’s control agenda. The Federal Court of Accounts (TCU) became
much bigger, we have created the Office of the Comptroller General (CGU)...
In short, we endowed the State with several control mechanisms, but the public administrator ended up losing his
power. But it needs more autonomy, including hiring temporary work in the private sector.

its debt. Now, if you rebuild the economic tripod, especially fiscal stability, you
grow 2.5% a year. If you do the rest, that
is, if you promote the opening of the economy and implement a Tax Reform that
simplifies the collection system, we will
be able to grow 4.5% a year. And, of
course, a country that grows at 4.5% attracts more investors than the one that
grows half that.
RT – Privatizations: Do you consider
them important to restore the balance
of public coffers?
SP – Privatizations may even help because they bring some money in. But that is
not why we should do it. I explain: Privatization is a tool to increase the efficient
functioning of the economy and improve
the quality of politics. Recent corruption
scandals are self-explanatory.

RT – RT – In which sectors should privatization be initiated?
SP –Well, one of the reasons why bank
spreads are so high in Brazil is that half
the market is dominated by very inefficient people. There, those efficient win,
easily. So, I think that if we completely
privatized Banco do Brasil, it would be
great. But you have to be careful, because you have to privatize to a new guy.
We cannot sell Banco do Brasil to any
of the three large private banks that currently dominate the country. Besides, I
do not see any importance in having an
oil company. And again: the privatization
of Petrobras, if it happened, would have
to be done with great care, not to create
private monopolies. The pipelines could
be maintained as public goods, ensuring
the right of way, and several operators
could use the pipelines. Otherwise, you
SEPTEMBER 2018
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turn public monopoly into a private monopoly. Ideally, it is the model adopted
in the United States, where the market
determines oil by-product prices.
RT – Brazil apparently exports less
than it could. How could the country
review its performance as an exporter
and improve its relationship with the
global market?
SP – We need to increase the opening of the economy to the rest of the
world. This means lowering tariffs, encouraging Brazilian companies to participate in global value chains. In several industries, economic efficiency and
productivity gains have caused the
production process to be divided into
a thousand steps – and that each of
these steps could be done in a different company. In this way, a large part
of international trade is now in products
in process. Embraer, for example: for
every R$ 100.00 it exports, it imports
R$ 50,00 again. Airplanes are complex
goods, which involve a lot of technology. Well, Embraer specializes in some
steps of the production process – the
rest, it buys from abroad. So, this logic has to be valid for everything, this
is how we will increase the country’s
productive efficiency and resume growth. Since Adam Smith, we know that
one of the secrets of economic growth
and productivity gain is the division of
labor. People specialize, countries specialize. In fact, the reduction of poverty
in the world is due, in large part, to the
gain in efficiency.
RT – Regulatory agencies: do they still
play an important role or have they become an obstacle to the entrepreneur?
SP – They play a very important role, but
they were very well equipped. Rebuilding
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regulatory agencies should be part of
the economic recovery agenda.
RT – Senators, deputies, they are all
dedicated to creating laws geared to
the niche of the electorate. In general,
these laws presuppose the creation of
new services and benefits – which will
inevitably be irrigated by taxpayers’ money. Do you believe that it is possible

WE NEED TO INCREASE
THE OPENING OF THE
ECONOMY TO THE REST
OF THE WORLD. THIS
MEANS LOWERING
TARIFFS, ENCOURAGING
BRAZILIAN COMPANIES
TO PARTICIPATE IN
GLOBAL VALUE CHAINS

to reverse this modus operandi? And,
above all, do you think that a large part
of our deficits – in the Union, in the States, in the Municipalities – can be attributed to this way of legislating?
SP – First, I consider it important to talk
about the median voter. Who is he? He
is that individual who lies exactly in the
middle between the poorest half and the
richest half of the population. In Brazil,
a median is very poor, because there
is a small percentage of very rich people pulling the average upwards. Since

voting in Brazil is universal and compulsory, the preference that tends to prevail
is the median. And this voter votes to raise taxes and distribute money, for social
programs, and so on. That is why, in the
National Congress, there is this permanent pressure for increased expenditures. Expenses that are transparent, legitimate and everything else, however,
are expensive. And there is a limit to the
country’s fiscal capacity. Thus, we have
two different logics that act together in
the National Congress: one of these is
that of attending the median voter; the
other is Collective Action.
RT – And what does Collective Action
consist of?
SP – “The Logic of Collective Action”
is the title of a book by political scientist Mancur Olson, written in the ‘60s.
In the work, Olson describes how the
small pressure groups – which can be
formed by the elderly, artists, representatives of a professional group, etc. – are
organizing to embarrass the Congress,
forcing it to pass laws that benefit them.
But the counterpart of this law that benefits a specific group may be the increase in the tax burden to the rest of
the population.
RT – What mistakes does the new president and his team have to avoid so that
Brazil does not remain in this eternal
cycle of growing small and retreating?
SP – I would tell him to learn from past experiences and not try to “push” what has
gone wrong before. Let me give you an
example: the naval industry. We tried with
Juscelino Kubistchek, and it went wrong;
We tried with Geisel, and it went wrong.
Well, why should it work now? So, this is
an example, but there are others. Let’s
not insist on the mistake.
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8TH CONFERENCE

Prospects of the profession
and new technologies
dominated the programming
th
of the 8 Ibracon Conference
Held on June
11 and 12, at
Bradesco Theater,
in São Paulo, the
event brought
together speakers
from Brazil and
abroad in key
discussions about
the future of
the profession
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T

he Brazilian Conference on
Accounting and Independent
Audit, held annually by Ibracon
- Institute of Independent Auditors of
Brazil, is already part of the calendar
of professionals working in the sector.
In its eighth edition, it gathered more
than 800 participants at the Bradesco
Theater, in São Paulo, who participated
in six panels, a lecture and a debate
held with experts from Brazil and
abroad.
The event is accredited in the Continued Professional Education Programs
of the following entities: Federal Accounting Council (CFC), Association of Capital Market Investment Analysts and
Professionals (APIMEC) and Brazilian

Institute of Corporate Governance
(IBGC).
During the opening of the Conference, held on June 11, Ibracon’s president Francisco Sant’Anna stated that
the objective of the Conference is to offer a concrete contribution to the sector, addressing the significant changes
that impact the profession and the most
relevant issues for the improvement of
this activity. “Thus, we organized the
programming with great discretion, inviting high-level speakers and panelists
with a great deal of market knowledge”
he said. “We hope that the Conference’s consistent content contributes to
the success of the professionals facing
the challenges.” And added: “We have
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Zulmir Ivânio Breda, president of CFC

Marcelo Barbosa, president of CVM

investments go where they are welcomed” he said. “So we must keep our
rules with minimal redundancies and

inefficiencies. Nothing is more important than correct, timely and quality information”, he concluded.
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Francisco Sant’Anna, president of Ibracon

a lot to do, here and around the world,
in the context of building a more transparent, ethical and upright country and
civilization.”
The opening ceremony was also
attended by the president of the Brazilian Securities and Exchange (CVM),
Marcelo Barbosa, and the president of
CFC Zulmir Ivânio Breda. He emphasized in his speech the important role
of the auditor in the country’s current
moment: “corruption and fraud scare
off investors” he said. Moreover, Breda stressed that the development of
Accounting and Independent Audit is
linked to the improvement of professionals, who need to prepare for the
new scenario that presents itself: “Those who close their eyes to continued
education and new technologies will
be left behind” he warned.
In turn, Barbosa from CVM highlighted
the good relationship that was maintained with Ibracon and recalled that auditors play a key role in creating a good
business environment. “Resources and

The 8th Ibracon Conference was held at Teatro Bradesco, in São Paulo.
SEPTEMBER 2018
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The journalist Roberta Mello,
from Jornal do Comércio in
Rio Grande do Sul, the student
Marlon Freire Ramos and the
university professor Gilberto
Galinkin, from PUC-MG,
were awarded in this edition
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Report on Noclar
and academic
work on PCAOB
notes win
Transparency
Award

José Augusto Camargo; the winning student, Marlon Freire Ramos, and his professor, Gilberto Galinkin;
Francisco Sant’Anna; and Eduardo Pocetti

In the University category, the one
made by journalists and university
awarded was Marlon Freire Ramos,
students of Accounting Sciences to
from the Pontifical Catholic Univerthe strengthening of Accounting and
oon after the opening ceremony
sity of Minas Gerais (PUCMG). He and
Independent Audit in the country.
the winners received the laurels
his guiding professor Gilberto Galinkin
Reporter for Jornal do Comércio in
from the hands of Eduardo
Rio Grande do Sul, the journalist Ro- were responsible for the academic work
Pocetti, chairman of the Institute’s
berta Mello was awarded for the arti- “Analysis of PCAOB’s Notes in the InsBoard of Directors, from the president
cle entitled “New Standard Allows Ac- pection Reports of Brazilian Audit Firof the National Board Francisco
ms”, which addresses the creation of
countant to Report Irregularities”, which
Sant’Anna, and from José Augusto
explained to the general public the con- the Public Company Accounting OverCamargo, first vice-president of the
sight Board (PCAOB), which was restent of the standard called Responding
National Federation of Journalists
to Noncompliance with Laws and Re- ponsible for regulation and oversight of
(Fenaj). The Transparency Award, held
gulations (NOCLAR), issued by the In- the independent audit activity in comannually by Ibracon with the support
ternational Ethics Standards Board for panies that trade on the US stock exof the International Accounting
change. The award-winning text disStandards Board (IASB), was created Accountants (IESBA), the international
cusses the US regulatory framework for
body issuing ethical standards for the
with the objective of recognizing
audit, analyzes the parallels between inprofession.
and rewarding the contributions
ternational and Brazilian auditing standards, and notes that PCAOB has been
playing an important role in ensuring
the quality of the audit work performed.
In addition to being received at the
solemnity held during the Conference,
the winners will travel to London with
all expenses paid. There, they will visit
the University of Cambridge and participate in international accounting and
audit forums and will be able to visit
the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB), the international organization responsible for publishing and updating the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS).
José Augusto Camargo, Roberta Mello, Francisco Sant’Anna and Eduardo Pocetti
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Professor explained how
disruptive technologies are
modifying audit work and
emphasized the importance of
turning novelties into factors of
attraction for new professionals

A
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Miklos Vasarhelyi,
from Rutgers
Business School,
spoke about the
future of the
profession

Miklos Vasarhelyi

Vasarhelyi reminded the public that
we are in the era of Big Data, that is: we
have an immense amount of information on the most diverse subjects, and
all this “data inventory” can and should
be used, more and more, for the audit
practice. “Often, the use of exogenous
data can generate a new approach or
conclusion” he explained.

tedious profession in which one
works hard and takes years to
reach a rewarding income: this
is how Auditor’s career is viewed by
many young people. The finding was
presented by Rutgers Business School
professor Miklos A. Vasarhelyi, who
gave the lecture “The Future of Audit:
Big Data, Analytical Methods, AutomaRADAR PROJECT
tion of Robotic Processes, Exogenous
Data and Process Integration” on the “Hungarian with a carioca (from Rio de
first day of the 8th Ibracon Conference. Janeiro) soul”, as he defines himself,
According to Vasarhelyi, who also Vasarhelyi spent most of his childhood
runs the Rutgers Accounting Resear- and youth in Rio de Janeiro. He grach Center and the Continuous Au- duated in Electrical Engineering from
dit Laboratory (CarLab), new techno- the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio
de Janeiro and in Economics from the
logies can help to reshape that image
State University of Rio de Janeiro but
that Auditor’s work has set in the minds
of the young: “The automation of robo- moved to the United States and there
tic processes, the re-framing of audit, he pursued his entire academic career.
towards assurance in several aspects, He holds a PhD in Management Information Systems from the University of
and the re-skilling – or re-qualification
– of the auditor do not make the ca- California and provides consulting services to companies and governments.
reer tedious in any way” he said. “The
Currently, he coordinates the RApractice of continuous auditing, which
DAR project, which seeks to facilitaproduces results simultaneously, or in
a small period of time after the occur- te the integration of the audit process
rence of a relevant event, tends to ratio- with data analysis, as well as demonsnalize the workday” says the professor. trate, through researches, how this
“In the same way, the compensation dy- can effectively lead to advances in the
accounting profession. “RADAR’s renamics are also transforming within the
search projects are currently focused
companies”.

on Multidimensional Audit Data Selection, Process Mining and Visualization”
said Vasarhelyi.
Clarifying item by item, he demonstrated that Multidimensional Audit Data
Selection seeks to achieve advances in
data processing capacity and in data
analysis techniques. “This way, the auditors will be able to evaluate the entire population, instead of examining only a certain sample” he said. According to him,
the data are subjected to two stages: in
the first, the data go through a “significant risk filter”, and in the second, the
data analysis technique is applied, which establishes exceptions, priorities, etc.
Process mining, on the other hand,
allows to evaluate the effectiveness of
the internal processes, analyzing several variants. “We have ‘Variant Analysis’,
which identifies acceptable and notable
variants; the ‘Segregation of functions
analysis’, which examines the circumstances of the process and employees
who violate the function segregation
controls; ‘Personnel analysis’, which
investigates employees who are involved in multiple potential control violations; and ‘Timestamp analysis’, which detects time-related issues such as
those occurring on weekends, and processes instances that have a long duration” he said.
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IPA AND RPA
Vasarhelyi’s lecture continued with the
topics of Robotic Process Automation
(RPA) and Intelligence Process Automation (IPA), based on a work by the
researchers Abigail Zhang and Andrea
Rosario, also from Rutgers Business
School.
Key to the automation of routine
tasks, these new technologies can be
an effective response to the anxieties
of young professionals who fear the aspects that seem “tedious” to them in the
Auditor’s career: “RPA can be understood as software that automates defined, repetitive and high volume tasks
that follow rules and are standardized,
such as data extraction and cleaning
through existing user interfaces” he explained. “RPA robots do the work the
way humans do.”
RPA is integrated with IPA, which, in
addition to this technology, also covers
Intelligent Workflow (process management software that integrates tasks performed by groups of human and machines), Machine Learning / Advanced
Analysis system (algorithms that identify standards in structured data such as
daily performance information through
“supervised” and “unsupervised” learning), Natural Language Generation
(software mechanisms that create independent interactions between humans and technology, by following rules to translate data observations into
human speech) and Cognitive Agents
(a combination of machine learning and
natural language generation, to build a
completely virtual workforce, or “agent”,

able to perform tasks, communicate,
learn from data sets and even detect
emotions).
Vasarhelyi concluded his lecture with a description of what he imagines will be the new audit: based on
Big Data, with extensive use of artificial
intelligence – but in smaller, well-focused solutions – and with wide use of
blockchain and smart contracts.
Charles Krieck

Panel on the
future of the
profession
discussed the
importance of
adding experts
from other areas
Eduardo Pocetti, chairman of
Ibracon’s Board of Directors,
mediated the debate. On
the agenda, three main
aspects: people, technologies
and the vision of Small and
Medium-sized Audit Firms

also a member of Ibracon’s Board of
Directors. To better cover the various
aspects of this discussion, the debaters addressed separately three sub-topics: people, technology and the vision of Small and Medium-sized Audit
Firms (FAPMP).
“The future of the profession has already arrived” said Eduardo Pocetti, before giving the floor to Krieck, who developed the topic “people” and drew
a kind of “profile” of the professional
that will best meet market expectations
from now on. “The new auditor will need
to have knowledge of processes and

T

he “Debate on the future of the
profession” took place on the
first day of the 8th Ibracon
Conference, as a kind of continuation of
the inaugural lecture given by Professor
Miklos Vasarhelyi from the Rutgers
Business School.
With the participation of Eduardo
Pocetti, chairman of Ibracon’s Board
of Directors, the round table was attended by Vasarhelyi himself and also by
Charles Krieck, President of KPMG in
Brazil and South America and member
of Ibracon’s Board of Directors; Cláudio
Camargo, EY’s lead audit partner; and
Eduardo Camillo Pachikoski, president
of PP&C Auditores Independentes and
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The third project, “Visualization”, has
the objective of developing a three-dimensional scatterplot to investigate the
relationship between more than three
variables and identify potential risks.
“The 3D chart provides more information than 2D” he said.

Cláudio Camargo

technologies, as well as having excellent communication with clients” he
said.
Krieck pointed to the need for audit firms and entities to be closer to
the academy, as well as to the Federal Accounting Council (CFC) and the

Photo: Sérgio de Paula/Thaiane de Paula

“The impact of
cyber risks in the
corporate world”:
virtual security
experts discussed
the issue
“Cyber security”: how to
ensure the security of the
data that transits through the
virtual world? Are Brazilian
companies preparing to
deal with this challenge?

K

Eduardo Camillo Pachikoski

ev in M of f i t t, p rofe s so r of
Accounting Information Systems
at Rutgers Business School;
Paula Ester Leitão, deputy head
of the Financial System Regulation
Department of the Central Bank of
Brazil; and Leandro Augusto Marco
Antonio, an Ibracon representative
and lead partner of Cyber Security in
an independent audit firm, were part
of the panel discussion on “The impact
of cyber risks in the corporate world”.
Rogério Garcia, technical director of
Ibracon Nacional, was responsible for
the mediation.

TECHNOLOGIES AND
REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
Cláudio Camargo addressed the
issue of technologies and joint action
with regulatory agencies. “Regulatory
environment has always existed. If
it’s harder now, we should see it as
something positive. Auditing software
is an important auxiliary tool that can
be monitored even by clients” he said.
According to Camargo, smaller firms are also exposed to the challenge of
upgrading themselves technologically.
“If we do not prepare, audit firms risk
not surviving” he warned. “Complete

data, celerity, assertiveness: all of this
is essential”.
With the task of specifically explaining the challenges faced by Small and
Medium-sized Audit Firms, Pachikoski said: “Having new technologies impacts the duration of a project, and
although this technological update requires investments, these are not a seven-headed animal” he commented in
a humorous tone. “Today there is audit
software that can be purchased at affordable prices. The fact is that no firm
can fail to incorporate what is most innovative and efficient into their processes” said the expert.

Kevin Moffittt
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Charles Krieck, Eduardo Poccetti, Eduardo Camillo Pachikoski, Cláudio Camargo and MIklos Vasarhelyi
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Regional Accounting Councils (CRCs),
to “examine how to allow non-accountant experts to join audit firms, so they
can bring their expertise, and then have
Accounting as a second profession”,
and stressed that the expectations of
the new generations regarding the professional future are no longer the same:
“My dream was to become a partner,
but now it’s not like that anymore. Today, the possibility of acting regionally
or globally is what constitutes a much
more relevant factor for the retention of
professionals”.
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Leandro Augusto Marco Antônio, Paula Ester Leitão, Rogério Garcia and Kevin Moffitt
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The first lecture was given by Paula Ester Leitão, who emphasized: “The
Brazilian banking environment is marked by the intensive use of Information
Technology (IT) and by a high degree
of interconnectivity. Therefore, cyber
risk prevention is a key factor in ensuring a stable environment for financial institutions”.
Emphasizing that the Central Bank
of Brazil has the mission to “ensure
the currency’s purchasing power and

a sound and efficient financial system”
she reported: “Resolution No. 4,658,
issued in 2018, emphasizes cybersecurity policy and the definition of requirements for hiring data-processing
and storage services and cloud computing. Thus, the cybersecurity policy provides that the institution should be able
to prevent, detect and reduce vulnera- Leandro Augusto Marco Antônio
bility to incidents related to the cyber BLOCKCHAIN: THE SAFEST
environment, and establishes principles
In his explanation, Kevin Mof fitt
and guidelines to ensure confidentia- pointed out that an entity operating
lity, integrity and availability of data and
in cyberspace will likely experience
systems”.
one or more security breach events at
According to the panelist, the new
some point, regardless of this entity’s
Resolution stresses the importance
cybersecurity controls ef ficiency.
of promoting a “cybersecurity cultu- “Organizations can achieve reasonable
re”, with training programs and perio- security, but there is no absolute
dic evaluation, provision of information
security” said the speaker. “It is
to clients about precautions and se- imperative to be prepared to detect,
nior management commitment to the- respond to, mitigate and recover from
se objectives.
attacks in a timely manner with the least
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possible disruption in your operations”
he added.
In talking about Cybersecurity Audit,
Moffitt noted that this includes risk management work, as well as verification
of this management, drawing of conclusions and preparing the professional report.
Moffitt also explained the top 10 security threats in Web applications and
pointed to blockchain technology as
the safest there is: “The distributed network checks the integrity of each transaction. Moreover, transactions cannot be changed and are completely
transparent” he said. “That’s why regulators, auditors and security professionals love blockchain technology” he
said, humorously.
Another ally against cyber-attacks
is Artificial Intelligence (AI): “Traditional
malware detection software identifies
specific signatures and begin to monitor them. AI tools can learn the malware characteristics, and then scan them
for those attributes. They can even be

trained to quarantine attacks and notify supervisors for intervention”.
Moffitt acknowledged, however,
that if technology improves defenses,
it also puts other types of threat on the
scene: “Attackers adopt machine learning to engage in more sophisticated
attacks, including the removal of captchas, which are those codes used to
find out the true identity of a user” he
said.
BRAZILIANS ARE “TOO CALM”
Leandro Augusto Marco Antonio
talked about the CEO Outlook Survey,
which in its last edition brought some
surprising data: 92% of Brazilian
CEOs consider their companies ready
to manage stakeholders in case of
an incident, versus 74% of the global
scale; 91% of Brazilian CEOs believe
that their companies are ready to
identify new cyber threats (“tranquility”
shared by only 69% of global CEOs);
and 77% of Brazilians interviewed said
their companies are ready to contain
a cyber-attack – globally, this share is
much smaller: 51%.
There is more curious data in the
study. For example: 45% of Brazilian
CEOs consider that a potential failure in
their cyber security system is the main
threat to their business, but, in contradiction, 75% of these executives believe that their companies are capable of
containing the impacts of such an attack. “Globally, 74% of CEOs believe
a cyber-attack is the biggest threat to
their organizations, and only 57% trust
their companies to contain the impacts
of such an event” said the speaker.
The speaker stressed that cyber
risks management involves a number
of steps, such as the development of
a corporate culture capable of making
everyone take some responsibility for
data security, by correctly evaluating
the skills of Information Technology (IT)

Attack convergence and regulations
have increased the challenges
Attacks

Regulations

Challenges

Majority of targeted attacks:

Continuous increase in
regulations and regulatory
oversight (with greater global
cooperation) in all sectors

Several challenges
continue to exist

• Ransomware and Distributed
Denial-Of-Service to gather
information about an
organization’s ability to respond
• Web applications (Internetfacing applications) vulnerable
to measurement, exposing
infrastructures and client data
• Advanced persistent threats
(APT) against digital channels
and back office users
• Outsourced vendors such as
gateways to attack your clients
(for example, Home Depot)
• Phishing / Malware / Social
/ Brute Force are constantly
changing to circumvent defenses

• Regulations are being adopted
globally (e.g. General Data
Protection Regulation - GDPR)
• Higher penalties for companies
that violate cybersecurity rules
(e.g. General Data Protection
Regulation - GDPR)
• New policies can affect current
business processes
• Expansion of supervision
in SOC and PCI
• The regulations applicable to
financial services organizations
may be extended to cover
FinTech companies
• Local laws in Congress and
Senate focusing on data privacy
• SEC broadens the scope
of disclosure on the practices
of Cybernetic controls
• Resolution No. 4.658,
of 4/26/2018 - Bacen

• Assimilating cyber risk into
corporate risk
• Know what assets an
organization owns and identify
the crown jewels
• Legacy systems with outdated
security architecture
• Management and governance
of privileged access
• Data Breach Management
and Network Segmentation
• Supplier and business partner
• Security in Automation and
Robotics
• The explosion of data throughout
the organization
• Managing and validating digital
identities at all access points
• Security in emerging and digital
technologies

Analyzing more details
Perception of cybernetic risk

Real possibility of being attacked

20%

33%

2016

30%		

2017

Very likely

64%		

Prefer not to say

45%			2018

Perception of defenses and protections

65%		
68%		

2016

There is real concern about risk perception, not
about defenses and processes, in the practice the
efficiency of risk responses. Lastly, a feeling that
attacks may still occur...

2017

77%			2018

teams, by identifying gaps and then
making the necessary adjustments,
among other measures. He also pointed out that there were around eight
thousand information leaks in 2017, on
a world scale. “Of these, only one was
identified in Brazil” observed Antonio.
That means we have virtual environments much safer than others, right?
Wrong. According to the expert, we
may just not be noticing – and therefore not reporting – the problems properly.

Antonio emphasized that an organization’s cyber security should be treated as a strategic issue, in which from
the leaders to the base team must be
involved: “As far as human resources
are concerned, it is necessary to review
standards and invest in training and capacity building” he said. He also pointed to the challenges posed by the convergence between the occurrence of
attacks and the emergence of stricter
regulations (see table above).
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financial reporting; classify the performance of all states in each area; propose the best practices for states to
follow; maintain the annual evaluations,
in cooperation with university partners;
and encourage university education of
public budget and finance.
“We are dedicated to verifying the
truthfulness and transparency of government financial information” she added.
Deniz revealed that when the Volcker Alliance began examining fiscal and
financial reporting practices in 2014, the
main objective was to identify the elements essential to a balanced budget.
“We initially studied the cases of California, New Jersey, and Virginia. Now,
we cover all 50 US states” Deniz said.
“Today, we know that a weak revenue
growth has challenged states’ ability to

Leonardo Nascimento

pay infrastructure bills, Medicaid (state
medical plan), education and civil servant pensions, and retiree health care.
Unpaid obligations in these areas probably exceed the state’s annual revenue of US$1.8 trillion” she said.
The speaker also noted that the
cash-based budget allows states to
push some costs for future generations in order to keep budgets balanced
according to constitutions, statutes or
traditions. “State budget best practices

Photo: Sérgio de Paula/Thaiane de Paula

T

he last panel held on the first day
of the 8th Ibracon Conference was
entitled “Public Sector - IPSAS,
Financial Audit and Transparency”.
IPSAs stands for International PublicSector Accounting Standards.
Participating in the debates were
the general coordinator of Accounting
Standards of the National Treasury Secretariat (STN), Leonardo Nascimento;
the Secretary of External Control of the
National Treasury of the Federal Court
of Accounts (TCU), Tiago Alves de Gouveia Lins Dutra; the president of the Social Observatory of Brazil (OSB), Ney
Ribas; and Deniz Appelbaum, Ph.D.
in Accounting Information Systems at
Rutgers Business School. Francisco de
Paula dos Reis Júnior, Ibracon’s director of Administration and Finance, moderated the discussions.
The Volcker Project, developed at
Rutgers Business School, was the topic
of lecturer Deniz Appelbaum, who started the Panel. She explained that the
project focuses on the following points:
identify five key budget procedures and

Ney Ribas, Leonardo Nascimento, Francisco de Paula dos Reis Júnior, Deniz Appelbaum and Tiago
Alves de Gouveia Lins Dutra
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Under the mediation of
Francisco de Paula dos Reis
Júnior, Ibracon’s Director of
Administration and Finance,
experts discussed from
international experience
to the participation of the
Brazilian civil society
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Public accounting
of quality was a
highlight in the
Panel “Public
Sector - IPSAS,
financial audit
and transparency”

Tiago Dutra

cannot support fiscal stability and the
formulation of well-informed policies without the political will to adopt and enforce them in the long run” she said.
Regarding best practices, Deniz highlighted, among others, the importance of budget accounting, fiscal

The process of convergence to IPSAS in Brazil
MCASP 7th EDITION
(validity: 2017-2018)

reserve funds and transparency. “We
need to ensure that the taxpayer’s resources are treated with respect” she
said.

Photo: Sérgio de Paula/Thaiane de Paula

STANDARDS MUST BE CLEAR
Leonardo Nascimento, from STN,
addressed the importance of Accounting
Reforms in the Public Sector. “Unreliable
data, unverifiable declaratory information,
difficulty in making management use
of accounting information, as well
as conceptual misalignment and the
existence of bias are some of the
challenges faced in the implementation
of IPSAs in Brazil” he said.
Recalling that Brazil has a huge challenge – to implement IPSAs on a national scale, and in a country of continental
proportions –, Nascimento presented a

Deniz Appelbaum

Release 1
(EC and revenues) - EC
- IPSAS 23 (revenue
from non-exchange
transactions)
- IPSAS 9 (revenue from
exchange transactions)
- IPSAS 19 (provisions,
contingent liabilities and
contingent assets)
- IPSAS 12 (inventories)
- IPSAS 32 (concessions)
COMPLETED
(Standards incorporated
in the 7th edition of
MCASP)

MCASP 8th EDITION
(validity: 2019-2021)
Release 2
(Investment
Property, Property,
Plant and Equipment,
Intangible Assets and
Impairment)
- IPSAS 16 (investment
property)
- IPSAS 17 (Property,
plant and equipment)
- IPSAS 31 (intangible
assets)
- IPSAS 21 (impairment
NCGA)
- IPSAS 26 (Impairment
CGA)

Release 3 (financial
statements and
material liabilities)
- IPSAS 1 (FS)
- IPSAS 2 (CFS)
- IPSAS 24 (budget
information)
- IPSAS 5 (borrowing
costs)
- IPSAS 39 (employee
benefits)
IN PROGRESS
(conclusion:
October 2018)

Release 4 (Interest
in other entities and
combinations)
- IPSAS 34 (separate FS)
- IPSAS 35 (consolidated
FS)
- IPSAS 36 (associates
and joint ventures)
- IPSAS 37 (joint
arrangements)
- IPSAS 38 (interests)
- IPSAS 40 (combinations)
IN PROGRESS
(conclusion:
October 2018)

COMPLETED
Standards to be
incorporated in the
8 th edition of MCASP)

In the eighth edition of the MCASP,
the standards relating to Investment
Property, Property, Plant and Equipment, Intangible Assets and Impairment
will be incorporated. They are:
• IPSAS 16 (investment property)
• IPSAS 17 (proper ty, plant and
equipment)
• IPSAS 31 (intangible assets)
• IPSAS 21 (impairment NCGA)
• IPSAS 26 (Impairment CGA)
Nascimento also informed that,
until October 2018, the IPSAS related to Financial Statements and Material Liabilities, as well as those related
to Interest in Other Entities and Combinations, should be completed. “Discussions on other Standards are underway, with conclusions expected by May
2021” informed Nascimento, who compared the well-prepared Standards to
the friendly interfaces of electronic devices: “The more perfect your final format is, the easier and more effective
your application will be” he said.

kind of “schedule”, or “agenda” of this
implementation.
Thus, the following Standards are already included in the seventh edition of
the Public-Sector Accounting Manual
(MCASP):
• IPSAS 23 (revenue from non-exchan- CORRUPTION AND WASTE
“We have debts that are much higher
ge transactions)
than our assets and we have not been
• IPSAS 9 (revenue from exchange
able to raise funds to reduce them.
transactions)
• IPSAS 19 (provisions, contingent lia- We need to improve accounting” said
Tiago Alves de Gouveia Lins Dutra, from
bilities and contingent assets)
TCU. “We cannot address the issue of
• IPSAS 12 (inventories)
public sector financial audit without
• IPSAS 32 (concessions)

extrapolating it to macro issues in the
country” he said.
Using metaphors, the speaker compared the financial health of the country to the state of health of a person
and assured that TCU is “one of the
most specialized hospitals in Brazil in
the handling of public management”. He
pointed out that our main “illness” is excess spending on the part of the Three
Powers.
“We waste R$ 70 billion a year on
corruption; R$ 2.7 billion of the total produced by agribusiness due to logistics
problems; almost R$ 25 billion due to
traffic accidents” he said, among other
examples. According to him, the “cure”
of these problems involves the implementation of deep and beneficial public
accounting and the adoption of austerity measures. “Today, at TCU, we have
a flow of more than five thousand cases per year. Our country is a chronic
patient about to have a fiscal heart attack” he warned.
CIVIL SOCIETY CAN BE ACTIVE
Ney Ribas, from the Social Observatory
of Brazil (OSB), described the institution
in which he participates as a “democratic
and nonpartisan space, which acts in
favor of transparency and quality in the
application of public resources through
the monitoring of municipal bids and
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Amaro Gomes from IASB said
that new rules will impact 450
insurance companies. Panel was
mediated by Monica Foerster,
Ibracon’s Director of Small and
Medium-sized Audit Firms

T

he Brazilian Conference on Accounting and Independent Audit
brought the panel “IFRS News”
at the beginning of its second day of
lectures and debates. Amaro Gomes,
member of the Board of the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB),
presented the lecture “IASB: Work
agenda and prospects” and pointed out
that IFRS 17 is a unique accounting model for insurance contracts, impacting
about 450 insurance companies listed
on the Stock Exchange.
“Because it is the first IFRS applied
to insurance contracts, we need a lot of
support work to its implementation” explained Gomes. “Since the issuance of
the standard last May, we have had 70
meetings with investors, analysts, mixed groups and rating agencies. Feedback has been positive with respect to
transparency, performance information,
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“IFRS News”
opened the
second day of
the 8th Ibracon
Conference,
with a strong
emphasis on
IFRS 17

Amaro Gomes

consistency with other industries and
disclosures. But there is a concern with
professional judgment and accounting
options” said the speaker.
He also noted that “the feedback
from the preparers shows that the cost
of implementation is the main concern,
although there are relevant mitigating
actions, among which I highlight the
integration between risk management,
accounting and regulation”.
Throughout the Panel, which was
moderated by Monica Foerster, Ibracon’s director of Small and Medium-sized Audit Firms, the speaker stressed
that “new technology tools will only be
effective if there are global integration
standards”. He also noted that the IASB
recently issued the Conceptual Framework document, which is the basis for
the development and application of
IFRS standards. “This document brings
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Ney Ribas

fiscal education actions”. In his speech,
he stressed that the purpose of the
entity is “to contribute to the efficiency
of public management”.
Present in 130 cities in 16 Brazilian
states, OSB was founded in 2013 and,
according to Ribas estimates, the entity’s initiatives have already helped to
save more than R$ 3 billion for the public coffers.
“We have four axes of systemic action” he said. “The first is Public Management, which covers aspects such as
bids, agreements, commissioned positions, etc.; the second is Fiscal Education, and in this axis the OSB seeks
to offer lectures, establish institutional partnerships, carry out the so-called ‘Tax Fair’ etc.; the third refers to the
business environment, which includes,
among its actions, the training of micro and small companies to participate in bids; and finally, the fourth axis
is that of transparency, which includes
the transparency portals, the training
of the Boards and the Public Management Reports” he clarified.
As an example of OSB’s action, Ribas mentioned a case from the city of
Blumenau (SC). For the placement of
113 new bus shelters, the City Government anticipated spending in excess
of R$ 3 million. “The technical opinion
prepared by OSB allowed the same 113
shelters to be built for R$ 1.4 million” he

said. That is: the society’s observation
allowed to save more than two million
reais for the public coffers. “Not everything is in bad faith. Much is due to lack
of management” Ribas said.

Jorge José Gil
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standard of accounting standards to facilitate users’ understanding of financial reporting and foster an exchange of Accounting culture and learning,
empowering teachers about the core
concepts of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), and even inserting these contents in universities’
accounting courses” he added.

Amaro Gomes, Monica Foerster, Jorge José Gil, José Carlos Bezerra and Edison Arisa Pereira
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key concepts of asset, liability, measurement, equity, revenue, etc.” said the
IASB member.
Gomes also set out a schedule for
implementing the Standards: in 2018,
IFRS 9 and 15 will be effective; in 2019,

José Carlos Bezerra

IFRS 16, which refers to leasing and eliminates the concept of operating and
finance leases for lessees in IAS 17, replacing it with a single accounting model, whereby all leases, including property, plant and equipment, start being
considered in the balance sheet as a
“right of use asset”, with a corresponding “lease liability”; and, in 2021, IFRS
17.
“The IASB works to develop and introduce each new standard – a work

that, among many steps, involves studies, analyses and interaction with other
institutions” he said. “IFRS 17 can represent a significant challenge, including
for simple and short-term contracts.”

Edison Arisa Pereira

LATIN AMERICA IN THE
ADOPTION OF IFRS
Jorge José Gil, vice president of the
Group of Latin American Accounting
Standards Setters (Glenif), commented
on Latin America’s position regarding
the adoption of international accounting standards. “Once the implementation phase is over, it remains to be seen
how the control on the application of international standards is” he said.
“The implementation process in Latin America is very different” Gil pointed out, explaining several examples
of mismatch in the implementation of
standards in the various countries of
the continent.
Glenif’s vice president said that this
mismatch cannot be positive. “The ideal
would be to establish a greater relationship between the different countries of Latin America, with the objective of establishing uniform adoption
procedures” he suggested. “We must
prioritize the goal of achieving a single

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
The Superintendent of Accounting
and Auditing Standards of the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM), José Carlos Bezerra,
pointed out that, in the quest for information quality, the CVM moved towards the internationalization of accounting standards. “It was necessary to
call for changes in legislation, and Brazil joined the universe of application of
international standards. The pursuit for
consistency is highly desirable to produce useful information” he said.
After Bezerra’s explanation, it was
the turn of Edison Arisa Pereira, Technical coordinator of the Accounting
Pronouncements Committee (CPC), to
make his observations. “The main current challenges are the implementation
of IFRS 16, which changes the companies’ equity structure, as well as the implementations of IFRS 9, 15 and 17” he
said. “I encourage everyone to access
the CPC website to know more about
what we are doing”.
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Practical
experiences of
the application of
new technologies
in independent
audit
How can disruptive technologies
be applied in the Auditor’s day
to day? Five Rutgers Business
School experts shared their
expertise on the subject

S
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ubjects such as Artificial Intelligence, Text Analytics, Blockchain and even the use of drones
Andrea Rozario, Mauricio Codesso, Francisco Sant’Anna, Deniz Appelbaum, Kevin Moffittt and Miklos Vasarhelyi
and cheaper than IBM’s Watson. I can
were debated during the Panel “Prac- Researches have demonstrated the
tical Experiences in Applying New Te- use of Big Data as additional audit evi- describe them, basically, as simpler and
less costly AI tools than some of the sochnologies to Independent Audit”. Parti- dence, and Deep Learning integrated
cipated as speakers: Miklos Vasarhelyi, into the auditor’s decision-making pro- lutions currently offered, and I point out
illustrious professor of Accounting Infor- cess can be a promising path” he said.
mation Systems at Rutgers Business
Another novelty put forward by ProSchool, as well as professor Kevin Mof- fessor Vasarhelyi was a type of speechfitt, Dr. Deniz Appelbaum, postdoctoral -activated technology that can be acfellow Mauricio Codesso, and docto- cessed with the user’s voice through
rate fellow Andrea Rozario, all from the
images and / or contextual informasame institution.
tion. “It’s the Cognitive Assistant, or
Vasarhelyi, who had already given
Intelligent Personal Assistant” he exthe event’s inaugural address, made a
plained. “Some of them are very reminew presentation, this time named “Ar- niscent of Apple’s Siri and are simpler
tificial intelligence in audit: two dissertations”. In it, the Rutgers professor explored the possibility of applying “Deep
Learning” knowledge for decision-making in Audit:
“Deep Learning has been widely
Kevin Moffitt
applied in image identification, speech
that they are able to provide assistanrecognition, text comprehension, mace, answer questions in natural languachine translation, games, and so on.
ge, make recommendations, and even
However, its application in audit is just
perform some actions” he described.
emerging” explained Vasarhelyi. “It is
Professor Kevin Moffitt chose to ada fact that the four largest audit firms
dress the concept of text analytics, whiin the world are exploring the value of
ch he explained as the “process of exdeep learning, but there is the possitracting computer-aided information
bility of expanding that use and scope. Miklos Vasarhelyi
from text”. He clarified that through this
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Deniz Appelbaum

FLIGHT AUDIT AND
TRIDIMENSIONAL GRAPHICS
The use of drones as auxiliary tools in
some situations was approached by
Maurício Codesso
speaker Deniz Appelbaum, who gave
examples: “The inventory count in a wa- and analyzing the data can either optirehouse can be done with great accu- mize or undermine the understanding
of what they actually express” he noted,
racy in just two days with the help of
adding that using a three-dimensional
a drone” said the speaker. “The same
chart, for example, may favor “Dynamic
work without this assistant technology
Data Visualization”. And he pointed out:
would involve an 80-person audit team
with hand scanners and forklifts and “To this end, there are several tools avaiwould take no less than three or four lable in the market, including free ones.
Many of them are easy to use, espedays to get ready”.
cially for those who are already accusAmong the advantages brought by
tomed to Excel”.
the use of drones, Deniz Appelbaum
mentioned energy savings coupled with
efficiency gains (small drones can ac- SMART CONTRACTS
cess inventories in difficult locations), In her presentation, doctorate fellow
reducing costs (dismissing the need for Andrea Rozario addressed the “Audit Re-engineering with Blockchain
construction of bridges and buildings
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for certain types of verification can represent a drop of up to 65% in expenses), real-time information gathering
and security gain: “The drone allows
the human being to spare the need to
access complicated or dangerous places” he recalled.
Entitled “Interactive Data Visualization for Detection of Exceptions”,
the lecture given by Mauricio Codesso brought different styles of graphics
and mappings. “The amount of data
available for access is increasing around the world, and technological advancement has facilitated the use of this
information. But the ways of exposing
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tool, it is possible to process large datasets and perform complex algorithms.
“The raw material that will be analyzed is extracted from the Internet
through a search we call text mining”
he explained. “The use of text analytics makes it possible to collect patterns
and repetitions that signal future trends
and possibilities”.

Andrea Rozario

and Smart Contracts”. In addition to
highlighting that the advent of new technologies forced companies to adapt
to an electronic world and change their
business practices, Rozario noted that
Blockchain demonstrates great potential as “a tamper-proof audit trail”.
“Blockchain systems are safe and,
as far as can be predicted, inviolable”
emphasized the speaker. “Used in conjunction with smart contracts, Blockchain can greatly improve business processes” he said.
Among the advantages of this type
of system, Andrea Rozario listed the lower risk of circumventing controls, less
labor-intensive standardization, and the
possibility of maintaining a repository
for reliable endogenous and exogenous data sources. “Moreover, Blockchain provides a platform for implementing Smart Audit Procedures and allows
access and reporting in near real-time”
she said.
Other benefits that the speaker
mentioned were the public transaction
history, the “common vision”, that is, the
uniformity of data and information offered to all participants and the feasibility of conducting remote audits in real
time. “Moreover, smart contracts facilitate Continuous Audit in the Blockchain”
said Rozario.
SEPTEMBER 2018
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The importance
of the Auditor’s
role for good
governance was
addressed in a
panel discussion
held by Clinton
Fernandes, from
Ibracon, as
mediator
Debate was attended by Tiago
Isaac, from B3, Richard Blanchet,
from IBGC, and Marco
Castro, who is a member of
Ibracon’s Board of Directors

D
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uring the Panel “Audit Relationship with Entity Governance”, presented on the second
day of the 8th Brazilian Conference on
Accounting and Independent Audit, Richard Blanchet, who is a member of the
Board of Directors of the Brazilian Institute of Corporate Governance (IBGC),
highlighted that “good governance
practices convert basic principles into

Richard Blanchet
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PILLARS OF THE
CAPITAL MARKET
In his lecture, B3’s Superintendent of
Corporate Relations and Offering Structurers, Tiago Isaac, explained that there are four large groups of companies:

Foto: Sérgio de Paula/Thaiane de Paula

Richard Blanchet, Tiago Isaac, Clinton Fernandes and Marco Castro

objective recommendations, aligning interests with the purpose of preserving
and optimizing the long-term economic
value of the organization, facilitating its
access to resources and contributing
to the quality of the organization’s management, longevity and the common
good”.
According to the speaker, Boards of
Directors arise from the need to define a
company’s strategies and to guide and
supervise the board that should implement them. “It is the responsibility of
the independent auditor to support the
Board of Directors with regard to the
validation of financial statements” said
Blanchet, who also highlighted the importance of other supervisory and control bodies, such as the Audit Committees, which have the role of overseeing
for the quality and reliability of the process of preparation and disclosure of
the Financial Statements, and the Supervisory Board.
“The main objective of the Independent Audit is to express an opinion on
whether the financial statements represent fairly the reality of that organization” he said. “Therefore, hiring an Audit
cannot be based on a round of prices”.

Tiago Isaac

companies that do not see value in corporate governance or accounting audit; companies that see value in such
work and need them to obtain resources (they perceive the return on investment); publicly-held companies, and
among these the vast majority have a
medium maturity regarding the importance of corporate governance; and
publicly-held companies with effective
maturity on the importance of corporate governance, and that already seek for
the implementation of best practices.
“Organizations that belong to this latter group are often at the forefront of governance practices” Isaac said. “Moreover, a rule of the new market is also
gradually taking shape: the need to set
up a Statutory Audit Committee”, added the speaker. “Among the companies that are more mature in terms of
governance, there is an appreciation
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Madson de Gusmão Vasconcelos,
CVM’s Audit Standards
manager, and Rogério Mota,
coordinator of Ibracon’s
National Technical Standards
Commission, participated in the
final debates of the Convention

W

ith a thorough presentation by
Adriana Caetano, Ibracon’s
Technical manager, the Panel entitled “New Audit Reports” was
the last of the 8th Brazilian Conference on Accounting and Independent Audit. On that occasion, the professional
presented a complete survey of the Key

Adriana Caetano
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Marco Castro

of the criticisms and questions that the
auditors present, as this would be the
thorn which would lead to improvements in their practices”.
Marco Castro, a member of Ibracon’s Board of Directors and PwC’s audit lead partner, emphasized that auditors act as “major pillars of the Capital
Market”, and emphasized that “the independent auditor is the one who can
assess the companies’ corporate governance processes and make relevant
criticisms. They have the ability to provide the input needed to make decisions”.
The panelists also pointed out that
auditors are responsible for ascertaining and detecting possible failures in
the organization’s control systems and
plans, and must ensure that nonconformities are minimized, acting in a preventive manner and making suggestions
for possible deviations. Moreover, they
pointed out that auditors may be held
liable for errors, failures, omissions and
/ or misconduct as to the truthfulness
and the manner in which they perform
the work and are often subject to fines and even have their registration
suspended.
Clinton Fernandes, Ibracon’s director of Communication, acted as
mediator.

“Audit Reports”
were discussed in
the last panel of
the event, which
ended on June 12

Audit Matters (KAMs) present in the Audit Reports produced in 2016 and 2017.
The speaker explained that the comparisons between the reports produced each year allow to identify some

Tadeu Cendón, Adriana Caetano, Madson of Gusmão Vasconcelos and Rogério Mota
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REPORTS WITHOUT KAMS
Asked about the technical feasibility of
having an Audit Report without KAM,
Rogério Mota replied: “If it is possible to
have an Auditor Report without KAM?
Yes, in theory, it is. But it is very difficult to analyze this without knowing
the subject” he pondered. Vasconcelos, in turn, noted that “if the Report has
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Mota noted that, “a priori, the change of auditor should not influence the
change of KAMs. These changes must
have more to do with the country’s scenario and moment”.
Vasconcelos disagreed: “It is good,
from the regulator’s point of view, that
the change of auditor interferes with the
change of KAMs. That is why we defend the rotation” he said, ripping reactions from the audience, mostly made
up of professionals from the area who
have long questioned the mandatory
rotation. “We always find it important
to use KAMs in Investment Fund reports. The audit of these organizations
is simpler than the one of companies,

Madson de Gusmão Vasconcelos
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no KAM, this causes at least a strange feeling”.
On the changes in KAMs found
during the comparisons between the
2016 and 2017 Reports, Adriana Caetano admitted that the change of auditor
may have influenced the proportionality change, at least in some cases, but
credited to the new political and economic circumstances the largest responsibility for these changes.

Tadeu Cendón
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changes, although with small percentage variations. The most important point
to highlight was the prevalence of the
topic “Revenue” in almost all reports.
Moreover, Adriana listed the most
recurring KAMs in various sectors of
the Economy: “In financial institutions,
my attention was drawn to the reduction of the financial instruments KAM,
which moved from 52% in 2016 to 35%
in 2017” she noted. “In the transport
and logistics segment there was also a
significant increase in the financial instruments KAM. In roads and airports,
concession assets and liabilities increased from 50 to 58%, and three companies that did not appear in 2016 started
to appear in 2017.
One point to which Adriana Caetano drew attention was the change – for
better – in the writing of the Reports:
“Comparing the readings, the language
became more accessible, which, consequently, generates better communication with the investors. The description of procedures, in general, could
have a better detail” added the panelist.
In addition to Ibracon’s Technical
manager, Madson by Gusmão Vasconcelos, the Auditing Standards manager
of the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM), and Rogério
Mota, coordinator of Ibracon’s National Technical Standards Commission
(CNNT) participated in the debate. The
moderation was made by Tadeu Cendón, Ibracon’s director of Professional
Development.

Rogério Mota

and this concerns us a little bit”, added
Vasconcelos. “We are afraid that the
firms end up standardizing the KAMs”
he concluded.
The public has participated intensely
in the Panel, with several contributions
and questions. In the end, Tadeu Cendón took the opportunity to emphasize the importance of seeking excellence
and the best standards in the preparation of Audit Reports: “The Report is the
end product of our work” he said

Technology at
the service of
transparency
Ibracon is a sponsor of
Hack In Sampa, an event
promoted by the “Cidade
Viva” incubator with the
aim of promoting the
creation of technological
tools for monitoring the
use of public money

H

eld since 2017, the competition
called Hack In Sampa aims to
recognize and reward the best
technological tools for monitoring public spending. The event is an initiative
of the social projects incubator “Cidade
Viva”, created by the councilman Police Neto, in partnership with technology
companies and private sector entities.
In its first edition, the “hacker marathon” involved 11 teams of “developer-competitors” and gave rise to several
anti-corruption systems that use public
data provided by the Transparency Portal of the City Chamber and City Government. In 2018, the event grew (counting on 13 participating groups) and
was sponsored by Ibracon - Institute
of Independent Auditors of Brazil and
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Fecomercio. Moreover, the initiative has
been replicated in other municipalities,
such as Campinas, Mogi das Cruzes,
Santos and Sorocaba.

TECHNOLOGY AND TRANSPARENCY
The winner of 2018 was the “NoFaro”
platform, which allows the user to view
works in progress on the city map, as
well as secretariats and public entities. The inspiration came from the social network Foursquare, which crosses geo-location data to find places
and people. But instead of parties and
restaurants, NoFaro shows the bids in
progress and other actions of the Public Power – if the user identifies some
suspicious movement, he can report.
The second place was the “PrevineAê” system, which provides for the
inclusion of QR CODE in the works happening in the city, so that the user can
view, in the application map, the works
that are close to him and the conditions
in which they are developing.
Third, there was the team “Cadê
Meu Remédio”, which created a mobile application integrated to an administrative panel. The idea is to avoid the
loss of medicines offered by the public
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HACK IN SAMPA

network, by monitoring deliveries and
updating, in real time, the inventories
of medicines available in each Basic
Health Unit. The tool also helps the user
to know where the medicine he is looking for is available.
The top three earned R$ 10 thousand, R$ 5 thousand and R$ 1 thousand, respectively.
During the awards ceremony of the
winning teams, the president of Ibracon,
Francisco Sant’Anna, stated: “Our institution supports initiatives like this because it believes that technology can
contribute to promoting good practices and discouraging misuse of public
money, lending greater transparency
to transactions and stimulating ethics
across society”.
To develop their projects, the competitors use as a basis the Bill No.
01/2017, which implements the Municipal Policy for the Prevention of Corruption. According to councilman Police Neto, author of the Bill, the goal of
initiatives like Hack in Sampa is “to inhibit the practice of corruption and the diversion of public money”.
Ibracon was also a sponsor of Hack
in Santos, held in December 2017.

ARTICLE

Foto: arquivo pessoal

Ivan Filipe de Almeida Lopes Fernandes (*)

Systemic crisis or
institutional maturity?

I

n the last five years, a long and agonizing
crisis has hit the Brazilian political system. Civil society is becoming weary of
the malpractice in the relationship system between the Executive and the Legislative branches, consecrated as coalition (or co-option)
presidential regime, as well as its own dissatisfaction for poor public services provided by
the state which, in part, results from the day-to-day practices of this system.
In addition to the general dissatisfaction
with the state and public affairs, the last five
years were marked by the most serious economic crisis ever recorded, by an extremely
polarized election, a troubled process of impeachment and numerous corporate manifestations that cast doubt on the stability of the
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Brazilian political regime. All this to drain into
the 2018 electoral process.
In view of these dilemmas and challenges,
we intend to analyze the consequences of these changes and how the period of Dilma and
Temer governments affected the degree of
consolidation (or not) of Brazilian democracy.
Among the major concerns listed above,
another deserves emphasis: the growth of the
control system’s punitive capacity over the political elite, the so-called horizontal accountability. Something that, as we will explain later,
although contributing to the short-term instability and to being among the roots of the tense political conjuncture, is indicative of strong
institutional maturation and consolidation of
democracy in Brazil.

For a real evaluation of the period, it is necessary to understand the meaning of this
process of redistribution of powers between
the Republic institutions. The strengthening of
the control institutionalism is one of the numerous virtuous fruits that the Federal Constitution of 1988 (CF-88) has offered us. Successes that go far beyond a performance analysis
measured by economic growth or any other
socioeconomic variable.
The institutional capacity of representative and control systems to respond to the demands for greater relationship between State and Society is one of the main indicators a
democracy’s quality. Besides stabilizing the
conflicts between the national leaderships, it
points to the democratic maturity. And in Brazil, respect for the main rules of the political
and institutional game within a framework of
considerable disorder and social disorientation is something worthy of note, and still little valued by chronic national politics.
It is always worth remembering that, in
spite of all the tensions involving the impeachment of Dilma Rousseff, the process was
substantively ordered. Demonstrations for
and against – and then focusing on the current government – were essentially peaceful,
notwithstanding one or another episode of
violence involving demonstrators and police
forces, or even clashes between activists from
opposing segments. There was no military
threat or even major social disruption.
Despite the virtues and the urgency of
deepening the control processes and institutional strengthening of Brazilian democracy,
a history of traditions and political customs
of impunity and lack of control is not and will
not be easily overcome. However, it is a fact
that an important vector of the current Brazilian political crisis is the very process of re-balancing political institutions, with the relative
strengthening of control bodies such as the
Public Prosecutor Office, the Federal Police,
the Courts of Accounts and the Judiciary, to

the detriment of a non-republican autonomy
of the Executive and Legislative Powers.
This process is the “something new” that
exists in Brazilian lands. The other causes are
not distinct from the determinants of other national crises. The popular and urban manifestations that have spread since 2013 are
nothing new. The same is true of the clash
between an Executive power with progressive
claims and a conservative Congress, as well
as the resounding failure of an overly interventionist economic agenda, ignoring the basic
rules of the functioning of a market economy.
The great novelty was actually the creation
and the gain of political strength of a control
system with considerable autonomy and capacity of punishment. The key elements for
this process are the recovery of the Judiciary
independence and the definition of a considerable degree of autonomy of the Public Prosecutor Office in the 1988 Constitution, followed
by a slow and gradual process of formation
and consolidation of a horizontal control system with the strengthening of other institutions
such as the Courts of Accounts, the Federal
Police and even the Office of the Comptroller
General, which is in charge of the Executive
Branch’s internal control.
Some episodes prior to the crisis have already rehearsed the consequences of this
strengthening of control processes. The investigations of the so-called “Mensalão” and
its conclusion in terms of effective penalties
to the political elite pointed out the first updates. However, despite the promises of greater punitive capacity of the system, the fact
that the main political leaders survived the
investigations did not, at first, allow a reordering of the Brazilian political scene. The great
leaders were able to preserve the traditional
pattern of relationship between the Executive and Legislative Powers and, not by chance, in the next crisis – the “Petrolão” – the diverted amounts far exceeded any amounts
denounced until then.
SEPTEMBER 2018
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Obviously, political leaders are expected
to be slow to respond to changes like the
ones that have happened and are happening
in Brazil. In fact, the speed of improvement of
the Brazilian control system – in a very short
period of only three decades, we experienced
a process that took decades and even centuries to consolidate in the developed world of
the North Atlantic – did not allow a similar maturation to the relationship between the Executive and Legislative Powers.
The effective entry of the Judiciary and
other Brazilian control institutions placed the
national political leaders under threat. In a
scenario of rapid transformation like this, the
only instrument capable of accelerating the
speed of adaptation would be holding elections that would produce new leadership.
However, the Brazilian political system is
marked by privileging the incumbent in the
elections for the Executive Branch. Not surprisingly, the two great parties that organized the
Brazilian political contest were embedded in
the two most powerful nuclei of the Brazilian
State – the Federal Government and the Government of the State of São Paulo. From this
position, both were able to extract the necessary resources for survival and political consolidation as great national forces.
The existence of control institutions with
greater autonomy and capacity for punishment – whose success is presented with the
arrests of political leaders of the size of former president Lula and former president of
the Chamber of Deputies, Eduardo Cunha –
have made the previous political model inadequate without giving time for the renewal of
leaderships or even the re-adaptation of the
old ones to the new moment.
The adoption of a largely public politics
funding system from the prohibition of business contributions as a way of reducing the
effects of economic capital on political competition has further accentuated the challenges. The adoption of public funding, despite its merits – which deserves a separate
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analysis – occurred at the worst possible time.
At a time when the traditional way of doing politics suffered a “perhaps” deadly blow from
the horizontal control system, the judiciary itself imposed a model of electoral funding that
hampers change. The 2018 elections were
therefore marked by an essential characteristic: the candidates who presented themselves as the new politics, in whatever form this
is defined, have fewer resources than the representatives of the traditional political groups.
This complex phenomenon of repositioning relations between the Executive and Legislative Branches – both nationally and within
each federative entity – now under the supervision of ever stronger control institutions, becomes even more complex when it is found
that the institutionally fragmented control mechanisms, and also the Judiciary, do not act
in a cohesive way.
In addition to seeking to collectively occupy a larger space in the current government
system, institutions fight for space among
themselves, increasing natural contradictions
and tensions in a transforming, and perhaps
revolutionary, process like the one we are
going through.
The increasing demand for republicanism
in the conduct of our political agents is something that has come to stay. The systemic crisis of our democracy is, in fact, of the traditional politics that operates in the shadow of
impunity. The maturity of the control institutionalization forces the system to reorganize itself.
It remains to be seen how the Executive and
Legislative branches will position themselves
in the face of such a challenge from the new
administration in 2019: in the end, it will be this
positioning that will define the continuation (or
not) of the Brazilian political crisis.
(*) Public Policy Professor at the Federal University of ABC.
This article reflects the views of the author, and not of Revista
Transparência. The publication is not responsible and cannot be
held responsible for the information above or for loss or damage
of any kind resulting from the use of this information.
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Gildenora
Milhomem
talks about her
trajectory in the
public service,
constant
learning and
the importance
of never giving
up: “I arrived
here because I
grabbed all the
opportunities
I had!”

Love, effort
and discipline

U

ndersecretary of Public Accounting of
the National Treasury Secretariat, with
32 years of public service; Operational
Coordinator of the Advisory Group of Brazilian
Public Sector Accounting Standards (GA
NBC TSP), of the Federal Accounting Council
(CFC); representative of the National Treasury
at the Transpetro Supervisory Board and
holder of a career that also includes time as
general secretary of Administration of the
Federal Attorney General, superintendent of
Administration and Finance of the National
Civil Aviation Agency, director of Strategic
Management of the Ministry of Tourism ,
undersecretary of Planning, Budget and
Administration of the Ministry of Finance and
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chairman of the Board of Directors of Casa da
Moeda do Brasil and the Asset Management
Company (Emgea). This is Gildenora Batista
Dantas Milhomem, accountant, manager and
“card-carrying perfectionist”, as she defines
herself.
“I’m professionally successful” she
says. “The curious thing is, when I went to
the university admission exam for the first
time, my intention was to enter the course
of Mathematics and become a teacher”. But
fate had other plans for this natural of Brasilia,
daughter of native Rio Grande do Norte
parents: “I was approved in two admission
exams for Accounting Sciences, one for
Administration and another for Mathematics.

Fortunately, I listened to my father’s advice
so on. It was very good because we had love,
and opted for the Accounting course. On the
dialog and discipline”.
first day of school, I met my future husband”
Discipline, by the way, that helped
she says.
Gildenora a lot in her professional career. “I
The conversation with Law student
never give up on a goal” she admits. “Daddy
Raimundo Milhomem paid off a lot. So much
was a marine and shaped us with a very strong
so that, after five years of
concept of respect and
dating, he and Gildenora
hierarchy.”
were married – they’ve
It was also within the
been together for 28
family that Gildenora
years. “33 years together
learned to reconcile
and two beautiful
different roles – and to
I NEVER GIVE UP
children: Leonardo, 24,
perform them with equal
ON A GOAL. DADDY
and Juliana, 22” she
dedication. “When my
says. Are any of them
mother arrived from the
WAS A MARINE AND
an accountant? “No”
maternity ward with my
SHAPED US WITH
says Gildenora. “Both
younger brother, she put
A VERY STRONG
have chosen to pursue
him in my arms and said
CONCEPT OF RESPECT
a career in Law, like their
that I would help her to
AND HIERARCHY
father. My son intends to
take care of him. I was
enter the Public Service
ten years old at the time.
and my youngest wants
Two years later, she
to be police chief. I tried
became seriously ill and
to push her away from
I needed to take care of
the idea, but...”.
my little brother. I would
When she talks about her children, take him with me to school, put a blanket on
Gildenora softens her voice and reveals a
the floor so he could sleep and give him pencil
facet that no one imagines when observing
and paper, so he would sit quietly, scribbling”
her demonstrating her efficiency in day-to-day
she recalls. “Even with all the odds, I never
work. “I love being a mother. My profession
neglected my studies. So much so that if I got
brought me many joys, but none of them
a 9.5 grade instead of 10 in Mathematics, the
compare to the achievement I found in
motherhood” she summarizes.

Eldest of four siblings – bailiff Francisco, bank
clerk Lúcia and the youngest, Sebastião Jr.,
a businessman in Goiás –, Gildenora speaks
fondly of the times of a child, when the mother,
the housewife Gilzete, would go to the gate,
punctually at five in the afternoon, to bring the
children inside. “She just had to look at us for
us to know it was time to stop playing, take
a shower, and wait for daddy to have dinner”
she recalls. “After the meal, my mother would
do the dishes and we would sit next to daddy on the couch. There, we would talk about
our day, what had happened at school, and
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DIFFICULT – AND HAPPY – CHILDHOOD!
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teacher would get worried and ask me what
was happening” she says.
With this strong character, Gildenora was
approved, with only 19 years of age, in the
public service exam for administrative agent
of the Ministry of Finance. “The National
Treasury Secretariat was just born” she
recalls. “I was one of the first users of the
Integrated Financial Administration System
of the Federal Government (Siafi), which is
the main instrument for recording, monitoring
and controlling the budgetary, financial and
equity execution of the Federal Government”
says Gildenora, adding that she was the only
professional out of six in her room who was
willing to take the course to learn how to deal
with the new System. “The place where the
training took place was far, almost outside
Brasilia, on the way to Papuda Prison. No one
wanted. But I arrived here because I always
grabbed all the opportunities that came up
and not because I was lucky” she said.

answer by the end of the day. But when he
called me, instead of giving the answer to my
request, he asked: “What do you think about
going back home?” she recalls. “At the time,
then undersecretary Gilvan da Silva Dantas
would have to leave for personal reasons. I
knew that it would be an immense challenge
to replace a colleague for whom I have great
admiration, but my little eyes shone” she says.
And so, from brightness to brilliance,
Gildenora has managed to advance in
several agendas. “We started to impose a lot
of enforcement on the need for transparency
and, based on this premise, we implemented a
set of actions. Accounting gives transparency
to the Federal assets and allows the citizen
to exercise social control. We work hard, we
are a part of the gear called the National
Treasury and we take pride in bringing reliable
information. Brazil, today, is not behind in
anything compared to the more developed
countries regarding public accounting
transparency” she says.

ENJOYING OPPORTUNITIES
In fact, “luck” is not the right word to define
the driving force of her career. “I was never given anything easily. I had to fight a lot” says
Gildenora. “I graduated in 1988, I got married
in 1989, and two years later I started to study for a public service exam. In 1993, I was
approved in the exam for Finance and Control analyst, position that today is called federal Finance and Control auditor” she recalls.
“From then on, various positions and opportunities have appeared. I improved as a manager and learned in practice that every day
there is a challenge, a complex transaction”
she explains.
With this way of acting, always seizing
opportunities to grow, learn and develop,
Gildenora was “loaned” to the Federal Attorney
General Office (AGU) for three years. “One day,
I came to the National Treasury Secretariat to
request more resources to the AGU. I made
my presentation and the secretary at the time,
Marcelo Barbosa Saintive, was to give me an
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CONVERGENCE IN PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
Gildenora emphasizes that CFC is the only
entity endowed with the prerogative to edit
Brazilian standards, both in terms of the professionals’ performance and in the technical
area. “We have, therefore, a Technical Cooperation Agreement with the objective of integrating efforts towards Brazil’s convergence
with international accounting standards, including in the public sector” she says. “So,
a Public Area Advisory Group (GA) was formed within the Federal Accounting Council
(CFC). Its executive coordinator is Idésio Coelho, former president of Ibracon” she reports.
This group includes colleagues from the Office of the Comptroller General, representatives of the Academy and other highly qualified
professionals. “We have a very solid planning
because we want to finalize the convergence of 36 IPSAS (International Public-Sector
Accounting Standards) by the end of 2021”
she explains.

Photo: personal file

The undersecretary clarifies that, each
year, the group has drawn up around eight
to ten standards. “They are then put to
debate, public hearing. Right now we have
five at this stage. And in addition to issuing
standards, we need to empower users so that
they can be effectively used within states and
municipalities” she explains. “Thus, we give
classes and we try to bring, to all the parts
of Brazil, the so-called ‘fiscal and accounting
weeks’. We have many teachers with public
sector experience” she continues. “Between
2015 and 2017, we trained 1,500 federal, state
and municipal public servants, as well as other
professionals who provide public accounting
services”.
“Today, almost all Regional Accounting
Councils have an area dedicated to the public
sector” says Gildenora. “We are invited to give
lectures throughout the country and, every
day, we can demonstrate that accounting
aggregates, gives light and is an important
management tool. Before international
organizations, this moment accounting
goes through helps to rescue the belief in
the country’s fiscal responsibility. After all,
despite the crisis, we have advanced in terms
of recognition and measurement of our equity.
Our statements have improved in quality and
by 2024 we will further advance, including
through the recognition of infrastructure and
cultural assets, which are more difficult to
measure”.

Family in the graduation of son Leonardo

huge field within Brazil. Machines will never
replace men and the good professional will
never be discarded. He will only lose ground
if he stops in time, if he is mediocre.”
And will a person so personally and
professionally fulfilled still have some dream,
some unfulfilled desire?
The answer is yes: “When I finally retire, I
intend to dedicate myself to volunteering” says
Gildenora. “My father died 24 years ago and
my mother just two years ago. She was taken
by a very fast, devastating cancer. I hope in
the future to dedicate myself to helping people
with this disease, giving a little of what I got,
the good things brought by the opportunities
I took advantage of.”
In fact, she has already done volunteer work:
“I am chairperson of the Board of Directors of
RETIREMENT CAN WAIT
Although she has already fulfilled all the requi- the Assefaz Foundation” she says, referring to
the Servants’ Assistance Foundation of the
rements to claim retirement, Gildenora does
not even think about it. “I’m healthy, only 51 Ministry of Finance, which provides medical,
years old. And I have plans. I want to com- dental, pharmaceutical and social assistance
plete the convergences and bring my career to the servants of the Ministry of Finance and
their dependents. “But I have other projects
to a perfect end” she says.
that I am still maturing. I am persevering, and
Besides energy, Gildenora exudes
if I believe in a project, I will go to the end.
optimism. “Accounting and the auditor’s work
are inseparable from good practices, whether So when I really embrace retirement, it will
in the public or in the private sector” she says. not be to rest, but to pursue other important
challenges” she concludes.
“Therefore, the independent audit area has a
SEPTEMBER 2018
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CONTINUED EDUCATION

There’s still time!

Accounting
Professionals must
complete at least
40 hours per year
of the Federal
Accounting Council’s
(CFC) Continued
Professional Education
Program (PEPC)

T

he year is almost over. Accounting
professionals should be aware of
the deadlines for compliance with
the Federal Accounting Council (CFC)
Continued Professional Education Program (PEPC) standards.
The standard requires that these
professionals, in addition to all those
who exercise independent audit
activity, perform at least 40 hours per
year in Continued Education activities
in matters related to Accounting and
that are important for their professional
practice. There’s still time. Professionals
can score until December.
T h e sta nd a rd a lso in c lu d e s
professionals registered in the National
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Register of Accounting Experts (CNPC).
Compliance with the PEPC is mandatory
for accounting professionals registered
in the CFC’s National Register of
Independent Auditors (CNAI), whether
performing the independent audit
activity or not; or registered with the
Brazilian Securities and Exchange
Commission (CVM), including partners,
whether performing the independent
audit activity or not, technical
officers and other professionals
who hold management or technical
management positions in the audit
firms registered with CVM.
The standard also covers
independent audit activities in financial
institutions and other entities authorized
to operate by the Central Bank of Brazil
(BCB), in the role of technical officer,
director, manager, supervisor and any
other member, with a management role,
of the team involved in the audit work.
T h e C o nti n u e d Profe s s i o n a l
Education Program must also be
followed by professionals who perform
independent audit activities in insurance,
re i n s u r a n c e a n d c a p i t a l i z ati o n
companies, in the open pension
funds entities regulated by the Private
Insurance Superintendence (Susep)
and supplementary pension entities
regulated by National Supplementary
Pension Superintendence (Previc) in
the role of technical officer, director,
manager, supervisor and any other
member, with a management role, of
the team involved in the audit work.
The Program also covers
professionals who perform independent
audit activities of entities not mentioned

above, such as partners, technical
officers or in management or technical
management positions of audit firms
and other accounting organizations
that have in their corporate purpose
the independent audit activity, as well
as Accounting professionals who are
technically responsible for the financial
statements or who perform managerial
functions in the process of preparing
financial statements of companies
regulated and / or supervised by the
Brazilian Securities and Exchange
Commission (CVM), the Central
Bank of Brazil (BCB), the Private
Insurance Superintendence (Susep),
the National Supplementary Pension
Superintendence (Previc) and, also,
large companies under Law 11,638 /
2007 and non-profit entities that are
within the monetary limits of that law.
From the required annual score, at
least 8 (eight) points must be met with
knowledge acquisition activities.
I b r a c o n c l o s e l y fo l l ows th e
Continued Education Program and is
committed to ensuring the continued
learning of accounting and independent
audit professionals. The Institute offers
a wide range of activities, both face-toface and distance, collaborating with the
essential qualification for the challenges
of the market and the profession and,
at the same time, compliance with the
standard. Access the Ibracon Portal
and check the grid of courses and
activities offered.
Also take the opportunity to meet
Ibracon’s new EAD platform:
www.ibracon.com.br/eadibracon

A EY Brasil acaba de inaugurar
o Cybersecurity Center, em
São Paulo, um dos mais avançados
centros de cibersegurança do mundo.

Você percorre com
segurança todos
os caminhos que
a tecnologia abre?
ey.com.br/cybersecurity

Porque na era da transformação
digital e da conectividade,
a segurança dos dados é muito
mais do que um aspecto técnico.
É a proteção da estratégia das
organizações. É um diferencial
competitivo.

Com equipes altamente capacitadas
e conectadas a outros centros
ao redor do planeta, tecnologias de
ponta e programas de treinamento
avançado para clientes e proﬁssionais,
o Cybersecurity Center surge para
ajudar as organizações a entender
e lidar com o verdadeiro alcance
da cibersegurança.
*20th Global Information Security
Survey 2017–18, EY

Quanto melhor a pergunta, melhor a resposta.
E melhor se torna o mundo de negócios.

© 2018 EYGM Limited. Todos os direitos reservados.

Apesar disso, só 4% das empresas
acreditam ter mapeado os riscos
cibernéticos em sua estratégia.
E só 12% se dizem preparadas para
um ataque cibernético soﬁsticado*.
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TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIONS

The entry into
force of IFRS 16,
in January 2019,
discussions on
IFRS 17 and
issues related
to health plans
should be the
main topics
of Ibracon’s
Insurers WG in
the coming year
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New standards
for insurers in 2019

T

he world of insurers will have to deal with
important updates in 2019. “IFRS 16, or
CPC 06 (R2), which deals with leases,
will be effective on the first day of the year”
says Roberto Paulo Kenedi, coordinator of
the Insurers Working Group (WG) maintained
by Ibracon. “And IFRS 17, the IFRS standard
specifically for insurance contracts, will certainly continue to be a relevant and widely debated agenda, although the date set by the
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International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB) for its entry into force is January 2021”
he adds.
Issued in 2016, IFRS 16 is the result of a
joint action between IASB and the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB), and
will be mandatory for all countries that follow
the IFRS standard, including Brazil. The main
changes relate to how financial statements
and lease transactions shall be accounted for,

and will certainly require changes in internal
processes, as well as impact the Balance
Sheet and Income Statement.
From 2019, all contracts, with some
exceptions, shall be presented in the same
way as finance leases (see the box).
ABOUT THE INSURERS WG
“The discussions taking place within Ibracon’s working groups are always relevant to
our profession” explains Kenedi. “Our working
groups discuss technical accounting and auditing issues and promote interaction with various market participants, including regulators.
And who benefits the most, in this process, is
the associate, who has access to useful and
timely information” he adds.
Specifically, the WG coordinated by
Kenedi addresses issues related to insurance,
reinsurance, capitalization, open private
pension and supplementary health. “One of
the tasks of the WG is to actively participate
in several formally implemented commissions
and sub-commissions of the Private Insurance
Superintendence (SUSEP) and the National
Supplementary Health Agency (ANS)” he says.
“I mention, as examples, Susep and ANS’
Accounting Commissions; Susep’s Actuarial
Commission; Susep’s IFRS 17 Commission”
he points out.
Kenedi also points out that the Insurers
WG resulted from the leadership of Ibracon

Members of the Insurers WG
Adriana Ielmini
Carlos Eduardo Sa da Matta
Carlos Claro
Claudia Eliza
Eduardo Wellichen
Erika Carvalho Ramos
Luciene Teixeira de Magalhães
Patricia Di Paula da Silva Paz

Main changes brought by IFRS 16
LEASES

Today, lessees must differentiate finance
leases from operating leases in the balance sheet. IASB considers that this method
makes it difficult to understand the companies’ leased assets and liabilities. As of January, it will be necessary to identify the
lease agreements in the balance sheet, dividing them into assets and liabilities.
CONTRACTS

Under IFRS 16, any contract that “conveys
the right to use an asset for a period of
time in exchange for consideration” (IFRS
16:9) constitutes a lease.
Thus, all real estate leases, including
offices, shall be recorded in the balance sheets. But companies will be able to
opt for more flexible contracts, as the new
standard will make two concessions: one
related to the time (which will be valid for
leases equal to or less than one year that
do not have a call option) and another related to the value. The cases that fall under the mentioned exceptions need not be
recorded in the balance sheet, which shall
reduce the administrative burden.
in the discussions of accounting and auditing
technical matters. “It is a group formed by
associates with great practical experience in
performing audits of entities supervised by
Susep and ANS” he says. “In 2018, for example,
the Insurers WG coordinated the issuance
of Technical Release 01/2018, related to the
report on the application of agreed-upon
procedures to meet the requirements of the
risk questionnaire by the entities supervised
by Susep, and participated in several public
hearings and consultations related to various
regulations, he completes.
SEPTEMBER 2018
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Pingos e Respingos

Membro do PIOB visita Ibracon

E

duardo Pocetti, presidente do Conselho de Administração do Ibracon e do Grupo Latinoamericano de Emisores de Normas de Información Financiera (Glenif), participou do VII Seminario Internacional
de Normas Internacionales de Información Financiera, na Argentina.
O evento contou com a presença do presidente do International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB), Hans Hoogervorst; do presidente
da Federación Argentina de Consejos Profesionales de Ciencias Económicas (Facpce), José Luis Arnoletto; e do presidente da Bolsa de
Comércio de Buenos Aires (BCBA), Adelmo Gabbi.

Reunião na ANS

R

epresentantes do Grupo de Trabalho Seguradoras do Ibracon participaram da 7ª reunião da Comissão Permanente de Solvência
(CPS), da Agência Nacional de Saúde Suplementar (ANS).
O encontro discutiu a proposta da Diretoria de Normas e Habilitação das Operadoras (DIOPE) para as regras de cálculo a serem usadas
por operadoras que não desenvolvam metodologia atuarial própria para
o cálculo da Provisão para Eventos Ocorridos e não Avisados (PEONA/
SUS) e da metodologia Provisão Insuficiência Contraprestação (PIC).

Foto: Comunicação Ibracon

Foto: Comunicação Ibracon

Seminário na Argentina

M

aria Helena Pettersson, da Rutgers University e do Public Interest Oversight Board (PIOB), visitou a sede do Ibracon, em São
Paulo, após participar da 8ª Conferência do Ibracon, dias 11 e 12 de
junho, com um grupo de acadêmicos da universidade.
Francisco Sant’Anna, presidente da Diretoria Nacional; Monica
Foerster, diretora de FAPMP; e o superintendente Marco Aurelio Fuchida representaram o Ibracon na reunião, que também contou com
a presença do vice-presidente Técnico do Conselho Federal de Contabilidade (CFC), Idésio Coelho.

Nova diretoria da Anbima

O

presidente da Diretoria Nacional do Ibracon, Francisco Sant’Anna, participou da posse da nova diretoria da Associação Brasileira das Entidades dos Mercados Financeiro e de Capitais (Anbima).
Uma das principais tarefas da nova diretoria é implementar o plano de ação discutido na gestão do ex-presidente Robert van Dijk para
acelerar o desenvolvimento do mercado de capitais.

Palestra no WCARS

O

Ibracon participou da solenidade de posse da nova Diretoria da
Federação Nacional das Empresas de Serviços Contábeis e das
Empresas de Assessoramento, Perícias, Informações e Pesquisas
(Fenacon), presidida pelo contador Sérgio Approbato Machado Júnior.
No dia 17 de agosto, Sergio Approbato Machado Júnior se reuniu
com o presidente do Ibracon, Francisco Sant’Ana, e o superintendente Marco Aurelio Fuchida, na sede do Instituto.
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Foto: arquivo CRCSC
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Nova gestão na Fenacon

O

presidente do Ibracon, Francisco Sant’Anna, participou do 42º
Simpósio Mundial de Auditoria Contínua e Relatórios (WCARS),
organizado pelo Conselho Regional de Contabilidade de Santa Catarina (CRCSC).
O evento abordou temas como os impactos da tecnologia em processos de auditoria contínua, mapeamento de dados por drones, blockchain, text mining e pesquisa aplicada.
Francisco Sant’Anna destacou a evolução da auditoria, abordando
aspectos relevantes vinculados com fraude e ceticismo profissional.

Foto: arquivo CFC

Foto : Comunicação Ibracon

CFC e Glenif assinam convênio 18º Congresso da USP

Z

ulmir Breda, presidente do Conselho Federal de Contabilidade (CFC),
e Eduardo Pocetti, presidente do Conselho de Administração do
Ibracon e do Glenif, assinaram convênio de cooperação entre as duas
entidades, durante reunião do Diretório do Glenif, na sede do Ibracon.
A cooperação visa integrar os países que compõem o Glenif, para
agir de forma proativa nos grupos técnicos de trabalhos que analisam
as normas emitidas pelo International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB) na região.

24º Congresso da Apimec

O

presidente Francisco Sant’Anna prestigiou a abertura do 24º Congresso da Associação dos Analistas e Profissionais de Investimento do Mercado de Capitais (Apimec), que teve como tema “O Brasil de
hoje, o Brasil de amanhã”, com foco no futuro do mercado de capitais.

Seminário na Trevisan

C

om o apoio do Ibracon e do Glenif, a Trevisan Escola de Negócios
promoveu o I Seminário Internacional de IFRS, que contou com a
mediação de Antoninho Marmo Trevisan, presidente da Trevisan Escola de Negócios.
Eduardo Pocetti, presidente do Conselho de Administração do Ibracon e do Glenif, e Francisco Sant’Anna, presidente da Diretoria Nacional
do Ibracon, participaram do evento, ao lado de Amaro Gomes, membro do Board do International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) e de
Jorge Gil, Luiz Henry e Felipe Pérez, respectivamente vice-presidente
e diretores do Glenif.

Contabilidade pública

C
Foto : arquivo Fecontesp

70 anos da Fecontesp

O

F

rancisco Sant’Anna, presidente do Ibracon, participou da palestra de abertura do 18º Congresso Internacional de Contabilidade da USP, que teve como tema central “Moving accounting foward”.
A palestra abordou a visão das entidades sobre os desafios da adoção das IFRS pelo Brasil. Em sua apresentação, Francisco Sant’Anna
apresentou o Prêmio Transparência Universitário, que está com inscrições abertas para a sua 8ª edição.

presidente do Ibracon, Francisco Sant’Anna, prestigiou a solenidade em comemoração aos 70 anos da Federação dos Contabilistas do Estado de São Paulo (Fecontesp), aberta pelo presidente
Manoel de Oliveira Maia.
O prêmio Destaque Dirigente Sindical 2017 foi entregue ao presidente do Sindicato dos Contabilistas de Piracicaba e Região (Sincop),
Luís Carlos Marin Giusti, e o prêmio Personalidade do Ano 2017 foi
concedido ao ex-presidente do Conselho Regional de Contabilidade
do Estado de São Paulo (CRCSP), Gildo Freire de Araújo.

om o patrocínio do Ibracon, a Escola Brasileira de Administração
Pública e de Empresas da Fundação Getúlio Vargas, em parceria
com a Rutgers University e a Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro (UERJ), realizou III Colóquio sobre Contabilidade Pública & Análise de Dados e o III Workshop Jovens Pesquisadores em Contabilidade Pública.

Reunião da CEPC

D

iretores de Desenvolvimento Profissional do Ibracon Nacional e
Seções Regionais participaram da reunião da Comissão de Educação Profissional Continuada (CEPC) do Conselho Federal de Contabilidade (CFC), em Brasília.
Pelo Ibracon, estiveram presentes Tadeu Cendón, diretor de Desenvolvimento Profissional; Marcelo Galvão Guerra, diretor de Desenvolvimento Profissional da 2ª Seção Regional; Luis Aurênio Barretto, diretor de Desenvolvimento Profissional da 3ª Seção Regional;
e Valdir Coscodai, diretor de Desenvolvimento Profissional da 5ª Seção Regional.
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4th Regional Section

Passing by the Regional Sections

Minas Gerais, Distrito Federal, Tocantins e Goiás

Photo: CRCMG file

1st Regional Section
Ceará, Piauí, Rio Grande do Norte, Maranhão,
Pará, Amapá, Roraima, Acre e Rondônia

Photo: Ibracon File

Audit Study Group

Digital Audit Mini Course

Photo: CRCDF file

At the beginning of August, the 1st Regional section promoted a
Digital Audit mini-course, part of the program of the Ceará Meeting of
Accounting Sciences Students (ENCECC). The theme of the event was
“Entrepreneurship, Technology and Innovation” and was held in Fortaleza.

Paulo Cezar Santana, president of the 4th RS, and the Technical
director Flávio de Aquino Machado met with Rosa Maria Abreu Barros,
president of the Regional Accounting Council of Minas Gerais (CRCMG),
and with counselor Antônio de Pádua Soares Pelicarpo.
The meeting dealt with the creation of CRCMG’s Audit Technical
Studies Group to promote the interaction of the independent auditors
with the Regional Council and propose actions aimed at Accounting
professionals working in the audit area.

2nd Regional Section
Alagoas, Pernambuco, Paraíba e Recife

Photo: Ibracon File

Lecture at Sinduscon-DF

Meeting at Apecicon

Graduation ceremony

Marcelo Galvão Guerra, director of Professional Development of the
2nd RS, participated in a meeting at the headquarters of the Pernambuco Academy of Accounting (Apeccon), in Pernambuco, which discussed some agendas such as: ratification of the new board of directors, which has the academic Francisco de Assis Galvão Barreto
Pinho as chairman; the choice of the next recipient of the Academic
Merit Medal awarded by Apecicon; and the choice of a new academic for one of the available positions.

The president of the 4th RS participated in a graduation ceremony for
students of Accounting Sciences at PUC Minas. The two students
with the best grades were awarded free enrollment in a course at the
Regional section.

3rd Regional Section
Rio de Janeiro e Espírito Santo
Quality Review
The 3rd RS of Ibracon hosted a breakfast with lecture to discuss the
External Quality Peer Review. The initiative will have two more editions
to address governance, risk and compliance, as well as the impact
of the technological revolution on accounting and auditing services.
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The 4th RS participated in the lecture “eSocial in Practice: Layout
2.4.01”, organized by the Regional Accounting Council of the Federal
District (CRCDF) with the support of the Civil Construction Industry
Union (Sinduscon-DF), where the meeting was held.
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5th Regional Section
São Paulo, Paraná, Mato Grosso
e Mato Grosso do Sul
20 th International IR Meeting
Carlos Pires, President of the 5th RS, and Marco Fabric, Technical
director of the 5th RS, attended the 20th International Investor
Relations and Capital Markets Meeting organized by the Brazilian
Institute of Investor Relations (IBRI) and the Brazilian Association of
Publicly-held Companies (Abrasca).
The meeting dealt with the future of the capital market, the strategic
role of the IR professional and new technologies

Photo: CRCRS file

Photo: Sindcont-SP file

Sindcont-SP completes 99 years
Valdir Campos Costa, director of the 5th RS, represented Ibracon at the
99th anniversary of the São Paulo Accountants’ Union (Sindcont-SP),
the first Accounting Entity of the State of São Paulo. Pascoal Rizzo
Nadeo, president of the Association of Judicial Experts of the State of
São Paulo (Apejesp), spoke on behalf of the Consecrated Accounting
Entities of the State of São Paulo.
In the event, professor Joaquim Carlos Monteiro de Carvalho received
the title of Accountant Emeritus.

Chat with the senator
Some problems of the accounting class were discussed in a chat with
senator Ana Amélia Lemos, organized by the Regional Accounting
Council of Rio Grande do Sul (CRCRS), with the participation of the
president of Ibracon’s 6th RS, Paulo Alaniz.
Ana Tércia Rodrigues, chairman of the Board, pointed out that “CRCRS
is a non-partisan entity, but does not ignore the interests of the
accounting community and, therefore, comes closer to the political
representation that meets the demands and defends the proposals
submitted by the segment”.
Ana Tércia gave to the senator the book “Matriz Curricular para Cursos
de Ciências Contábeis”, of which she was one of the collaborators.

Photo: Ibracon File

6th Regional Section
Rio Grande do Sul e Santa Catarina

Photo: CRCRS file

IFRS current affairs
Ibracon’s 6th RS promoted the Professional Update Meeting, with a
lecture on IFRS news, including IFRS 15 / CPC 47 – Revenue from
Contracts with Customers; IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments and IFRS
16 – Leases.
The lecture was given by Felipe Brutti da Silva, at the headquarters
of the Association of Sales and Marketing Directors of Brazil (ADVB/
RS), in Porto Alegre.

6th RS supports XXXII Enecic
The XXXII National Meeting of Accounting Sciences Students (Enecic),
held at the Faculty of Economic Sciences of the Federal University of
Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), in Porto Alegre (RS), was supported by
the 6th RS.
Rogério Rokembach, member of Ibracon’s Board of Directors, and
Sergio Laurimar Fioravanti, former president of the 6th RS, spoke at
the meeting. Rokembach spoke on “Accounting Fraud” and Sergio
Laurimar addressed the “Impact of Technological Advances on the
performance of auditors and auditing”.

Foto: arquivo Sescon-RS

Biography of Anton Biedermann
The Association of Sales and Marketing Directors of Brazil (ADVB /
RS) hosted the release of the book “50 metros a mais” in Porto
Alegre, which tells the story of Anton Karl Biedermann, an Accounting
professional and one of the great leaders of Rio Grande do Sul.
The author of the book, Suzana Naiditch, heard testimonies from
Biedermann and several people who live and lived with him. The
president of Ibracon’s 6th RS, Paulo Alaniz, participated in the event.

New Sescon-RS Board of Directors
The Accounting Services Companies and Advisory, Investigation,
Information and Research Companies Union of the State of Rio Grande
do Sul (Sescon-RS) inaugurated the new elected directors for the
2018/2022 term under the leadership of the accounting businessman,
Célio Levandovski. Ibracon was represented by Paulo Ricardo Alaniz,
president of the 6th RS, Tanha Maria Lauermann Schneider, director
of Professional Development, and Rogério Rokembach, member of
Ibracon’s Board of Directors.

For detailed information, please access Ibracon Portal:

www.ibracon.com.br
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FINE TUNE

Guide for use of ISAs
in SME auditing

T

he International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) has issued
the fourth edition of the Guide to the Use of International
Standards on Auditing (ISAs) in the Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) audit process. The Guide offers practical
support to Small and Medium-sized Audit Firms (FAPMP).
The Guide has been updated to reflect recent changes in ISAs,
including International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board
(IAASB) projects on audit reports, disclosures, the independent
auditor’s responsibilities in relation to other information and the
use of the work of internal auditors.

Inovar-Auto Procedures

I

bracon has sent to the Ministry of Industry, Foreign
Trade and Services (MDIC) a suggestion of agreed-upon
procedures on vehicular energy efficiency within the scope
of the Program for Incentive to Technological Innovation and
the Automotive Vehicle Productive Chain (Inovar-Auto).

Antitrust Remedies

I

bracon sent to the Administrative Council for Economic
Defense (Cade) contributions to the preliminary version
of the Guide to Antitrust Remedies, which was under public
consultation until July 6.
The Guide contains the best practices and procedures adopted
in the design, implementation and monitoring of “antitrust
remedies”, such as the restrictions determined by Cade to
correct any harmful effects resulting from acts of concentration
(mergers, acquisitions, amalgamations, associations, consortia
or joint venture between two or more companies).

Suggestions for CTG 2002

I

bracon has sent to the Federal Accounting Council (CFC)
comments and suggestions for the public hearing of the
Technical Release (CTG) 2002 - Appraisal Report Issued
by Accountant.
The CTG deals with the technical and professional standards
to be observed by the accountant, appointed as an expert or
as a specialized company, to issue an appraisal report on the
net assets at book value or on the net book assets adjusted
at market prices.

Public Consultation No. 68

O

n August 3, Ibracon sent to the National Supplementary
Health Agency (ANS) comments for the Public
Consultation No. 68, which amends Normative Resolution
(RN) No. 393 of December 9, 2015. The RN provides for the
criteria for setting up Technical Reserves to be observed
by the operators of private health care plans and revokes
provisions of Normative Resolution No. 209 of December 22,
2009 and Normative Resolution No. 75 of May 10, 2004.

Quarterly information

I

bracon issued Technical Release N o. 02/2018, with
information for the issuance of quarterly information review
reports (ITR) prepared by real estate development entities for
the quarters of 2018.

Reasonable assurance

I

bracon issued Technical Release (CT) N o. 03/2018,
which deals with the work of Reasonable Assurance
on the structure (design, implementation and operational
effectiveness) of internal controls of credit assignment
operations of institutions participating in the C3 Registradora
(Credit Assignment Center), in accordance with NBC TO 3000.
Ibracon also provides an explanatory video about the document.

Ibracon issues CT
No. 01/2012 (R1)

I

bracon issued Technical Release (CT) No. 01/2012 (R1),
which guides the independent auditors in issuing the
audit report to an economic group that does not prepare
consolidated financial statements as required by Technical
Pronouncement CPC 36.
Ibracon also provides an explanatory video about the
document.

Oil and Gas WG

R

ecently created by Ibracon, the Oil and Gas Working
Group (WG) held its first meeting in the Institute’s 3 rd
Regional Section, based in Rio de Janeiro. The meeting
was attended by representatives of the Brazilian Institute of
Petroleum, Gas and Bio-fuels (IBP).
The WG, coordinated by Anderson Dutra, Ibracon associate,
discussed topics such as registration of local content fines;
“Farm-in / Farm-out” transactions; loading and provision for
abandonment of areas; and auditing procedures for the
non-operator.
The mentioned contributions will be available at the Ibracon
Portal, in the members’ restricted area.
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ATITUDE É O PRIMEIRO PASSO
PARA O DESENVOLVIMENTO

Quem conhece Tecnologia da Informação, conhece BDO.
Nossa equipe de Advisory é composta por proﬁssionais
experientes de diversas áreas, todos treinados e capacitados
para entender o seu negócio e levar soluções de acordo com
suas necessidades.
advisory@bdo.com.br
Consultoria | Auditoria | Tax | Outsourcing

THIRD SECTOR

N

José Alexandre Simão
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on-governmental organizations (NGOs)
in private companies, even though they rarely
and Public Interest Civil Society Orga- receive donations”.
nizations (OSCIPs) are part of a group
Another aspect related exclusively to nonof entities belonging to the third sector, also -profit entities is the accounting record of voknown as non-profit entities. The difference
luntary work. “It is necessary to recognize
between them is that, in general, OSCIP is un- the fair value of the service rendered, as if
derstood as an institution in its own right, whi- the financial disbursement had occurred. In
le NGOs are basically acronyms, not specific
the Statement of Surplus / Deficit, it should
types of organizations. OSCIPs are qualified
appear as revenue and cost / expense, and
by Law No. 9,790, the so-called “Third Sec- its net value is equivalent to zero” adds Simão.
tor Law”, promulgated in 1999.
“The balance sheet is also mandatory, as
“Both NGOs and OSCIPs are subject to a
are the statements of cash flows and chanspecific accounting standard, the General Te- ges in equity” said Diego Barbieri, Accounting
chnical Interpretation (ITG) 2002 (R1), issued
professor at IBE (Institute of Business Educaby the Federal Accounting Council (CFC)
tion), a higher education entity associated to
in September 2012, last updated in August
Fundação Getúlio Vargas (FGV). He also no2015”, explains José Alexandre Simão, part- tes that for third sector entities, audit is “key”.
ner of an audit firm that serves third sector or- And clarifies: “The independent auditor is one
ganizations. According to him, “nonprofit enti- who can effectively prove that both the finanties need to segregate all resources received
cial statements and the internal controls are in
from donors, separating them into ‘restricted
accordance with good practices and with the
/ linked resources’ and ‘unrestricted / unlin- relevant accounting and legal standards. An
ked resources’. This obligation does not exist
entity that does not meet these requirements

Photo: personal file

Private entities that
provide services in
the public interest:
this is how NGOs
and OSCIPs, for
which there are
specific accounting
standards and
increasing pressure
from society for
the transparency
in the use of
resources, can
be defined

Third Sector
Accounting

Diego Barbieri

may even lose its certification and various be- But he notes that, since 2009, when Law No.
nefits, including tax ones”.
12,101 was sanctioned, “only entities with anOlavo Garrido, director of Finance and
nual gross revenues above the ceiling of NaResource Mobilization at SOS Mata Atlânti- tional Simples are required to present audica, agrees with Barbieri: “I often say that audit ted financial statements”.
is my best friend within the institution” he says.
The legislation also provides for the possi“With 32 years of existence, SOS Mata Atlânti- bility of an independent audit in the application
ca is organized as an OSCIP and stands out
of resources related to the term of partnership,
as one of the most serious third sector enti- between the Public Power and the OSCIPs.
ties in our country” says Garrido. “As much as “This obligation is associated with the applian organization has compliance and compe- cation of resources in amounts equivalent to
tent staff, only the independent audit is able to
or greater than R$ 600 thousand” says Simão.
provide a more qualified look, that effectively
“The third sector is, in my view, the best
attests the best practices. We usually have
of the private sector with the best in the pusponsors for our projects, and the detailed, blic sector” says professor Barbieri. “The third
correct and accurate rendering of accounts, sector fills the gaps left by the Public Power,
gives transparency to the process” he adds.
thanks to the willingness and availability to
Simão points out that, also with regard to
help” emphasizes the teacher. “And for these
Third Sector Accounting, Brazil is aligned with
organizations, accounting is a key tool in whithe rest of the world. And warns: “In the event
ch managers can rely on accountability, bacthat an OSCIP intends to obtain the charity
ked by clear, objective, detailed and transpaentity certificate, thus obtaining tax immunity, rent data” he concludes.
it will be required to present its financial statements audited by an independent auditor”.
Own nomenclatures
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There are several accounting differences between for-profit and non-profit entities. These
differences are associated with the nomenclatures used in the disclosure of the financial
statements, as shown in the table below:

Olavo Garrido

Description

NGOs / OSCIPs

For Profit

Positive difference between
revenues and expenses

Surplus

Profit

Negative difference between
revenues and expenses

Deficit

Loss

Constitution of the originating fund
for the development of activities

Social equity

Capital

Resources made available for the
formation of this originating fund

Initial allocation

Capital contribution

Individual or legal entity that provides the resources for the formation of the originating fund

Institution / founder

Shareholder
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Learn about the audit firms
associated to Ibracon
Alagoas
Convicta Auditores Independentes S/S
Maceió, AL / Tel: (82) 3336-5479
Amazonas
Baker Tilly Brasil Norte S/S –
Auditores Independentes – EPP
Manaus, AM / Tel: (92) 3232-6046
Bahia
Audicont – Auditores e Consultores S/C
Salvador, BA / Tel: (71) 3341-8977
Ceará
Controller Auditoria e
Assessoria Contábil S/C
Fortaleza, CE / Tel: (85) 3208-2700
Distrito Federal
Alianzo Auditoria e Consultoria S/S Eireli
Brasília, DF / Tel: (62) 3087-0713
Ápice Contábil – Auditores
Independentes S/S Ltda
Brasília, DF / Tel: (61) 3346-0667
Audiger Auditores e Consultores
Brasília, DF / Tel: (61) 3328-2628
Global Auditores Independentes S/C
Brasília, DF / Tel: (61) 3224-5494
Itecon Instituto Técnico de
Consultoria e Auditoria
Brasília, DF / Tel: (61) 3224-7799
Goiás
Alianzo Auditoria e Consultoria S/S
Goiânia, GO / Tel: (62) 3087-0713
Masters Auditores Independentes S/C
Goiânia, GO / Tel: (62) 3224-6116
Minas Gerais
ADPM – Administração Pública
Para Municípios Ltda
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 2102-3711
Baker Tilly Brasil MG Auditores
Independentes
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3118-7800
Castro, Serra, Nirdo Auditores
Independentes
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3226-6286
Fernando Motta e Associados
Auditoria Independente
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3221-3500
Nexia Teixeira Auditores
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3282-9939
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Orplan Auditores Independentes
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3115-1400
Paraná
Bazzaneze & Auditores Independentes S/S
Curitiba, PR / Tel: (41) 3322-9098

Opinião Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2223-2785
Walter Heuer Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2240-1332
Rio Grande do Sul

CPN Auditores Independentes S/S
Curitiba, PR / Tel: (41) 3222-0048

Arruda & Matos Auditores Associados S/S
Porto Alegre, RS / Tel: (51) 3072-5282

Muller & Prei Auditores Independentes S/S
Curitiba, PR / Tel: (41) 3078-9990

Maciel Auditores S/S EPP
Porto Alegre, RS / Tel: (51) 3037-5034

Pernambuco
ARC & Associados Auditores
Independentes S/C
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3035-6500
Chronus Auditores Independentes
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3231-6563

UHY Moreira Auditores
Porto Alegre, RS / Tel: (51) 3210-8000
Santa Catarina
Berkan Auditores Independentes
Blumenau, SC / Tel: (47) 3035-2668

Directivos Auditores Independentes
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3325-2251

Martinelli Auditores
Joinville, SC / Tel: (47) 2101-1900

Ferreira & Associados Auditores Independentes
Jaboatão dos Guararapes, PE
Tel: (81) 3453-5553

A Priori Auditores Independentes S/S
Aracaju, SE / Tel: (79) 3011-5005

Guimarães & Associados Aud. e Cons. S/C
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3465-0762

Ricarte Contabilidade S/C LTDA
Aracaju, SE / Tel: (79) 2106-3800

PHF Auditores Independentes
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3467-4565

Sergipe

São Paulo

Referencial Auditores e Consultores S/S
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3421-9001

4partners Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5102-2510

SA Leitão Auditores S/C
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3366-9922

Alonso Barreto e Cia Auditores
Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3255-8310

100Porcento Auditores Independentes S/S
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3242-2406
Rio de Janeiro
Acal – Auditores Independentes S/S
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2159-8801
Advance Auditores Independentes S/S
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2262-3047
BKR Lopes, Machado Auditores e Consultores
Rio de janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2156-5800
Criterio Auditores e Consultores
Associados S/C
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2233-0977

Andreoli e Associados
Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5052-6250
Ápice Auditores Independentes Ltda.
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3171-2727
Apply Auditores Associados
Santos, SP / Tel: (13) 3228-2700
Approach Auditores Independentes
Presidente Prudente, SP / Tel: (18) 3916-5185
Assessor Bordin Consultores
Empresariais Ltda
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3526-7346

Crowe Horwath Bendoraytes e
Cia Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 3385-4662

Atac Auditores Independentes S/S
Santos, SP / Tel: (13) 3221-8879

Indep Auditores Independentes S/C
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2263-5189

Athros Auditoria e Consultoria
São Caetano, SP / Tel: (11) 4435-7302

LMPG Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2524-0345

Attest Auditores Independentes
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3237-3534

Loudon Blomquist Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2509-8658

Audilink e Cia Auditores Ltda
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3819-2207

The firms are listed by State, considering the jurisdiction of association, which can be done in more than one Ibracon’s
Regional Section. The identification of the State does not mean the geographical area of operation, information
that should be checked directly with the selected firm. Ibracon is not a certifying institution of its associates.

Audioesp Auditoria e Consultoria S/S
Campinas, SP / Tel: (19) 3255-7966

Grant Thornton Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3886-5100

Audisa Auditores Associados
Santana de Parnaíba, SP / Tel: (11) 3661-9933

PP&C Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3883-1600

Hirashima & Associados
Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5102-0007

PwC
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3674-2000

Auditora Brasileira S/S
Limeira, SP / Tel: (19) 3701-4718
Azevedo Auditoria e Assessoria
Contábil Ltda.
Araçatuba, SP / Tel: (18) 3117-4500
BDO RCS
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3848-5880
BKR Lopes, Machado
Auditores e Consultores
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5041-4610
BLB Auditores Independentes
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3941-5999
Caaud Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 9.8609-7089
Cokinos & Associados Auditores
Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5085-0280
Conaud Auditores Independentes S/C
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3931-1718
Confiance Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5044-0683
Consulcamp Auditoria e Assessoria
Campinas, SP / Tel: (19) 3231-0399
Cotrin e Associados Auditores
Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3062-9185
Crowe Horwath Macro Auditores
Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5632-3733
De Biasi Auditores Independentes
São José dos Campos, SP / Tel: (12) 2138-6000
Deloitte
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5186-1000
EY
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2573-3000
Exame Auditores Independentes
Nova Ribeirânia, SP / Tel: (16) 3514-5300
Fabbri Auditores
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3141-0398
Factual Auditores Independentes
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3877-6569
Galloro e Associados Auditores
Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3255-0555
Geasc – Auditoria, Assessoria
e Serviços Contábeis Ltda.
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2272-3501

Irmãos Campos e Cerbocini
Auditores Associados
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3675-1228
JDM Auditores e Consultores S/C
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3872-1995
KPMG
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3940-1500
KSI Brasil Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3218-7795
LCC Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3798-3313
LM Auditores Associados
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5572-3962
Lopes Auditoria e Contab. Ltda.
Piracicaba, SP / Tel: (19) 3434-3659
Magalhaes Andrade Auditores
Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3814-3377
MAP Auditores Independentes EPP
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3288-9191
Mazars Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3524-4500
Moore Stephens Lima Luchesi
Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5561-2230
Moore Stephens Prisma
Auditoria e Consultoria
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3019-7900
Nara-Koiseki Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5572-4156

Rengi Trevor Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2129-8980
RM Auditoria Contabil – S/S
Santos, SP / Tel: (13) 3222-5848
Rodl e Partner Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11 )5094-6060
RSM Brasil CCA Continuity
Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2613-0293
Sacho Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2796-2977
SGS Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3862-1844
Simionato Auditores Independentes
Campinas, SP / Tel: (19) 3255-8040
Taticca Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3062-3000
Tríade Auditores e Consultores
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3079-3022
Units Auditores e Consultores S/C
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5102-3793
Unity Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2869-8358
Upwards Auditores Independentes S/S EPP
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5503-6588
Base: september/18

Opinion Auditores e Consultores S/C
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3256-4864
Padiani Auditores Independentes S/S
Boituva, SP / Tel: (15) 3263-1798
Padrão Auditoria S/S
São Paulo-SP / Tel: (11) 5080-5855
Partnership Auditores e Consultores S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3541-2992
Pemom Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2619-0500
Peppe Associados Consultores
e Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5531-9975
PGBR Rodyo’s Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5082-1688
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